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BLINDED 8Y 
Students 
feel the 
effects of 
I I 1ncreas1ng 
intolerance 
on campus 
By Cole Louison 
Ithacan Staff 
The words "homo" and "gay" 
arc easy to ~;.arcd in bright 
blue shaving-:'Ctcam across the 
door of the· dark maroon Jeep 
Cherokee parked near Boothroyd 
Hall. 
The words slide from the door, 
dripping slowly onto the pave-
ment. 
According to campus safety, 
this Halloween "prank" is yet 
another in a series of incidents at 
the College involving the public 
display of hateful and discrimi-
nating messages. Since the begin-
The Ithacan/Chuck Holliday 
This vehicle, parked In the M lot near Boothroyd Hall, was covered with anti-gay messages on Friday. 
ning of the academic year, three 
separate incidents have occurred 
involving this type of graffiti. 
• Aug. 22: A residence assis-
tant reports that "kill . Jews" has 
been scrawled in pen on the ele-
vator wall. 
• Sept. 12: White supremacy 
symbols and a swastika arc found 
on the third floor lounge of 
Emerson Hall. 
• Oct. 2: Two tellers from stu-
dents arc published on the opm-
ion page of The Ithacan. One hy 
Residence Hall Association 
President Nick Tarant. the other 
by Carlos Perkins, a spokesper-
son for the African-Latino 
Society. Both students voiced 
their disgust with the mc1dents. 
• Oct. 31: Gay slurs were 
written in shaving cream on an 
automobile in the M Lot in froni 
of Boothroyd Hall. The student 
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who!>e vehicle v.a, ,andal11cd 
declined to comment 
Smee th1~ mmt recent gratf111 
wa~ targeted at an 111d1v1dual. 
unlike the recent incident!> 111 
Emcr~on Hall, II I!> con~1Jcred a 
hia~-relatcd incident. ..,aid Bnan 
Mc.A.rec, the assistant v1ce-prc\l-
dent for ~tudcnt affairs. He 1~ abo 
one of the head!> of the 
Committee to Rc!>pond to B,a..,-
Rclated Incident~ on Campu,. 
"We looked at 11 m tcnm ()I 
gralf111 hut it could al!>o he con-
,1dcred hara!>!>lllent I \Ince I the 
me\sage v.a~ directed al the 1r1d1-
\ 1dual." Mc Arel' ,.11J 
The comm11tec ,, 01 l-.!> ,, 1th 
!>ludcnl\ I rom l>thn mg.1n11a-
11un~ .... uch .1, thi: :\I ric.in-Lat1n, 1 
Souct~. Student C,P,e'rn111c11t 
:\\\llCl,llll'll ,llld 1-!dll'i 111 llllrCd\l" 
tlw ,l\\arcnL'" ul tl1L',l' 1nL·1dcn1, 
l\-k Arce· ,,11J 
"II WC get rL·rurl\ ol an~ h1d,-
rclated 11H.:ident. ,,c agreed \\ 1th 
,tudent leader, on the eomm1ttcc 
lo call leach other!.·· McArcc 
~a1c.l He ,aid the committee 
~hares any mformatwn of ~uch 
mc1dcnb, whether It he a report 
from campu~ safety or a conver-
sation overheard hy a committee 
member around campus. McArcc 
al,o ,aid the cornm11tce supen 1,-
see HATE, page 4 
http://www.wait.edu/reg 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Students hoping to register for spring classes onllne this fall will 
have to postpone their plans for another year. 
Registration on 
the Web delayed 
until fall of '98 
By Emily A. Cheramie 
Ithacan Staff 
Students who were hoping to 
use the World Wide Weh to regis-
ter for cla~scs this fall will have Ill 
po~tponc their plan~ until the fall 
of 1998. 
Ithaca College's Reg1!>trar 
John Stanton announced at a 
Faculty Council meeting la!>t 
November that the onlmc regis-
tration project wa~ delayed ,o the 
Office of the Rcg1!>trar could 
work through any problem, with 
the program. 
The program was llngmally 
On the Web 
The entire course catalog is 
on the Registrar's Office 
homepage. Students can 
visit the sight at 
www.ithaca.edu/registrar/ 
or call the Registrar's Office 
at 274-3127. 
!>Chedulcc.l for th1!> fall. 
"Our target date lor 1mple111en-
1a11on 1s Nov. I. 1998 when we 
plan to use it for the reg1~trat10n 
for courses for spring '99," 
Stanton said. "You will hegm to 
hear more about it late 111 the 
;;pnng '98 !>cmester a~ we get to 
testing different part~ of the new 
system." 
Student~ will he ahlc to 1mmc-
diatcly receive 111format1lln about 
cla~ses. pre-n:qm,1tc~ anc.l u1u1,c 
ava1lah1ltty a!> well a!> lully Clllll-
plete the c.1rly rq!1strat1Pn 
proce!>!>, Stanton !>aid. 
Stanton said. "At th1~ plllllt 111 
time we have Cllmplcted the func-
11011al l!>pcc1f1catl(1n,! and arc 1u,1 
.1bou1 to hegm the den:hipml'lll Pl 
the new Pnhnc ,~ ,tl'lll ·· 
All qudcnt, ,, ill ,till hL· 
fl'quired to meet w11h their t.1cul-
1y adv1,or, pnPr to early rq'.1,11,1-
llllll to d1scU!>!> their !>Chedulc, and 
cour!>e !>Clcct1on,. In add1twn. the 
College will provide 1ra111111g !>C\-
~ion~ 111 the !>Um mer and I all ,o 
the process will he as orga1111cd 
as possible. 
The process of tran!>lcrnng the 
registration process onlmc began 
last f'1ovember at a faculty meet-
ing al which Stanton gave hi~ 
ong1n.1I prnpo,al 
FaL·ult) .II the mect1n!,! 
cxprC!>!>Cd conL-ern, th,11 ,tudcnl\ 
without their own computer, 
would he d1~advantagcd durmg 
till' procC!>!> 
Stanton !>,lid at thl· meeting 
that onlinc rq!1!>trat1llll would 
operate a!> a f1r,t-come. tir,t-..,cn l' 
ha\l~ 
The L·urrcnl pn>CL'" place·, 
c,1ch day·, ~L"IIL'dulc ,hl'l'I\ 1111<1 
hatch tile, ,1nd .1"1g1h thL·111 r,111 
dom numhn, 
Llndn thL' ,uncnt ,, ,1l'111 .in~ 
,tudcnt \\ h,1 ,uh11111, thL·11 C<lllr\l' 
chn1cl·, hl'l,lll' thL· lk,1dl111L' h.i, ,111 
cqu.il ch;111c·c· "I ):!Cll111g llllll the· 
cl,1" 
.-\11 \\c·b-,·,q1,i11k ,,•1llj'lile·1, ,111 
,.1111pu, ,,ill it.1,c· ,1,-c·" l, 1 the· 
,~ ,tl·111. St.1111, ,11 ,,1!.i 
:\ltc1 k,11111ng ,,1 111,· Ill"''"' 
ll'lll. l·ril-.,1 ( i,IL0 llll,·1 l)J ,,11.J ··) 
tlunh. th.it 1cg1,IL'l lllt' '''l'I tile· 
l11tc111l"I ,, ill lw 1,, 1,c ,1, u>1Ilu, 
111g a, the p10CL'\\ ahl·,1d~ 1, ·· 
\\'1th the e·urrL·nt 11ulllhn ,ii 
nm1putcr, on c.1mpu,. cuncern, 
an: being cxpre!>!>ed n\L'r thl' 
availahillly of acce!>!>lll!! the mtur-
matwn. 
To solve the traffic problem. 
see WAIT, page 4 
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Hunger strikes 
student banquet 
By Erin Negley 
Ith,1c,rn St.iff 
l\lorl' than half ol thl' pL'oplc 
\\ hn attcndl'd the Comrnun1t1 
Sn\'ll'L' Nctwork Hunger Banque! 
111 !:mer !>Oil Suites !>al on the floor 
and ,Ile nl'L', whrlc 15 pcn:enl ol 
the attl'ndee, looked down llll 
thL'lll from a huffcl d111ner and 
I men-covered table 
··\VL' are trying lo make people 
,ee what they tak.c for granted," 
Crr,t111 Owen, '99, co-chair of the 
Involvement w11h D1,ahillly 
Education, Advocacy. and 
Service, (lf)EJ\S) comm11tee 
,aid. 
The people whu attended the 
~econd annual hunger banquet on 
Monday were ~eparated into three 
groups that represented New York 
C11y \ three different socio-eco-
nomic clasSC!,. 
They drew the numbers of 
their groups out of a box as they 
entered the banquet. 
The first group represented the 
upper class. 15 percent of New 
York City's population. They sat 
at a long table covered with sev-
eral tablecloths, flowers, linen 
napkins and place settings with 
silverware. They ate a buffet meal 
that included, ziti, salad and 
browmes and were served lemon-
ade by a wattrc~-s. 
The second group represented 
the 30 percent of the New York 
C11y that is con~idered the middle 
class. They sat at two empty 
tahlc!-. and ale h1L',1d ,111d ,11up 
with pla,11c ,11\en\a1c ,111d (l,l(ll'I 
plate, 
The lhml and la1 ~l·,1 ;'.I, HIJ' 
repre,ented thL' (ll'll'l'nl,l~L' 1ll 
NL'W York C11J ·, p11p11l,1tnH1 that 
,:re cla"1f1ed a, low 111L·11me 
hou~ehoilb The,e peopk ~al nn 
the floor They \\L'IL' ,e, \l'd \\,Ill'!' 
and nee on pape1 plate, 
"When I f11 ~l w,1lked 111. I did 
lhll under,tand the !>Ct-up:· Ian 
Lmd,ay '98 ,,11d After the han-
llUL'I. he \.lid. "1! was an excellent 
way of !-.howmg how our !'.ociety 
"!>Cl up. It 1, very ,1milar to other 
countrre!'.. There i!, a !-.!llall 
amount of people who have 
evcrythrng. Middle America is 
OK. hut there 1s a very large 
group that doesn't have much." 
The three groups at the han-
q uct were an example of the 
demographics of America, 
Hutchings said. The goals of the 
banquet were to get more people 
mvolved m CSN and raise aware-
ness and involvement in Loaves 
and Fishes, Liz Conklin '00 said. 
n1c banquet cost three dollars 
or three cans of food. The pro-
ceeds went to Loaves and Fishes, 
a soup kitchen that feeds those in 
need in the Tompkins County and 
Ithaca area. 
Jay Hutchings, the daytime 
kitchen manager at Loaves and 
Fishes, spoke after the soup 
kitchen film was shown. 
The cost for each meal at 
Loaves and Fishes_ js only 14 
~· 
~: ;1 ~ 
Let the Ithacan 
Accent section 
• spice up your 
weekend plans. 
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The Ithacan/ Angela Wilson 
Bettina Schimanski '01 [left], Shannon Lake '01 [center] and Amy Sorenson '01 llne up to eat at the 
Community Service Network's hunger banquet on Monday In Emerson Suites. 
cents. The kitchen receives dona- diseases kill 34,000 children thought it was very interesting. 
tions from local bakeries, grocery under the age of five every day. think the whole idea of not using 
stores, fanns, people and the fed- Only 10 percent of hunger-relat- graphs and written words but 
eral government. ed deaths are caused by famine; using three different set-ups is 
Hutchings advised the audi- the vast majority result from visually stronger than sitting and 
ence to get involved with people. chronic malnutrition. just listening to someone rattle 
"Do even the smallest thing. Amy Mullen '98 said, "I off numbers." 
Donate a can of food. Get 
involved with any organization in 
the area," he said'. 
According to Oxfam America, 
a company which specializes in 
hunger-related demographics, 
800 million people around the 
world live in a state of malnutri-
tion, including 30 million in the 
United States. Hunger and related 
• I 
., 
H-ovr-
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Professor changes roles CLONING CONCERNS 
By Erin Kowalik 
Ithacan Contributor 
Sharon Manarella doesn't 
want to sit hchind a stack of text-
hooks for the rest of her life. 
Her recent appointment as 
vice-chair of the International 
Communication Association 
allows her to stay active in the 
media field. 
Maz1.arella, assistant professor 
of the Department of Telcvismn 
and Radio, takes office at the 
ICA's annual July 1998 confer-
ence in Israel. 
Mazzarella remains active in 
her field hy researching. 
"We need a place to present 
research," Mazzarella said. 
The ICA is a national associa-
tion made of 3, I 00 graduate~. 
professors and other scholars. 
Estahlished in 1950, the organirn-
tion meets to exchange ideas on 
current communication suhjects. 
Mazzarella's particular divi~1on, 
the Popular Communication 
Division, deals with analy,ing 
popular culture. 
The components that 
Mau.arella hopes to hrmg to the 
joh include audience participation 
and research dchatcs. 
Since graduate school, 
Mazzarella has hccn involved 
with the association for approxi-
mately IO years. 
She will serve as vice-chair for 
two years. After that she will 
automatically serve as chair for 
an additional two years. 
Mauarclla'~ new Joh mclude~ 
recruiting new mcmhcrs to 
increa~c mcmher!.hip, working on 
the newslcllcr, and reviewing 
suhmmed papers for the confer-
ence. As chair she will then plan 
the conference program for the 
Popular Communication 
D1v1sion. 
"It's just another aspect that 
students don't ~cc us do," 
Mazzarella said. 
Mauarclla's specialties 
include researching and puhh!>h-
rng Journab on adolescent girls, 
popular culture and the portrayal 
of Generation X. 
After her time served as vice 
and then chair, Mazzarella plan~ 
to call it quits as a leader in the 
ICA. 
Student arrested for assault 
By Robert B. Bluey 
Ithacan Staff 
A heated discussion turned 
ugly when an Ithaca College stu-
dent pushed a female to the 
ground, fracturing her wrist, 
according to Administrative 
Captain Randy Haus. 
Eric A. Bizzak '98 allegedly 
pushed the victim, 22, in front of 
Gino's New York Pizzeria at 
approximately I :30 a.m. Sunday, 
Oct. 26, Haus said. 
Bizzak was charged with 
third-degree assault, a class A 
misdemeanor, with intent to cause 
physical injury, on Thursday, Oct. 
30. 
Haus said the incident began 
when two females, whose names 
were not released, began to fight 
early Sunday morning. 
The women began arguing and 
one woman kicked the other. 
Bizzak allegedly forced his way 
through the group and pushed the 
victim to the ground, fracturing 
her wrist, Haus said. 
She was treated and released 
from Cayuga Medical Center for 
the fracture. 
Officer Fred Myers responded 
to the location after he heard 
screaming and yelling. 
The officer took statements 
from witnesses and proceeded to 
arrest Bizzak. 
Bizzak, of 403 E. Buffalo St., 
appeared in Ithaca City Court on 
Oct. 30 for his arraignment. 
On Wednesday he pleaded not 
guilty to the charge. The case wa~ 
adjourned and Bizzak was 
ordered to reappear on Nov. 24 
for a trial. 
Bizzak refused to comment 
about the incident. 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Cornell law professor Larry Palmer speaks to students 
about the legal ethics of cloning Thursday in Textor Hall. 
The speech was entitled "Cloning: A Legal Perspective." 
Corporate Communication close to name change 
By Bonnie Flock 
Ithacan Staff 
Everybody needs a little 
change now and then. 
After two years of paperwork 
and meetings, the Corporate 
Communication department may 
be changing the name of its 
department and the major to 
"Organizational Communication 
and Learning Systems." 
The purpose of the name 
change is to communicate more 
effectively the goals and focus of 
the department, said Gordon 
Rowland, chair of the department. 
"We feel that [OCLS] better 
reflects who we are and offers 
opportunities with regard to who 
we may become," Rowland said 
in a letter to Corporate 
Communication students. 
"It communicates the unique 
interdisciplinary nature of our 
programs, emphasizes our 
strengths and reflects the philo-
sophical bac;is underlying our cur-
ricula," he said. 
The new name has been voted 
on and approved by the school 
curriculum committee and now 
must be considered by the 
College Academic Policies 
Committee, acting Provost Mary 
Lee Seibert and President 
Williams before being submitted 
to the State of New York educa-
tion officials for approval. 
Despite having the approval of 
faculty and administration, the 
name change has caused an 
uproar among some Corporate 
Communication students, particu-
larly those who have been in the 
program for a few years. 
"I think it's unfair the way they 
went about changing the name," 
Christine Duignan '99 said. 
"I felt we didn't have a say in 
TAN;fuae~ 
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changing the name and it doesn't 
reflect what I'm going to do with 
[the program] after I graduate," 
he said. 
Duignan said OCLS was not 
one of the names on the survey 
she filled out last spring and 
therefore felt cheated in the name 
selection process. 
She also said she believes the 
proposed name doesn't clear up 
the misconceptions some had 
about the program, but instead 
confuses more people. 
However, some newer 
Corporate Communication stu-
dents like the name switch. 
Dean Babin '01 said, "On one 
hand, it's harder to say. 
"However, I'm for the new 
name because it applies to more 
jobs and will open doors in the 
future," he said. 
The Corporate Communica-
tion program, as it was named in 
BIG 
AL'S 
PIZZA 
272-3448 
I 103 DANBY RD. 
r---------
1987, has-been subject to name 
changes since it originated in 
1974. 
The department has struggled 
throughout the years to find an 
adequate name that reflects the 
nature of the program, said 
Rowland. 
OCLS was not selected at ran-
dom, but rather through extensive 
research and questioning of cur-
rent students, alumni, other facul-
ty members and recruiters from 
organizations that hire Ithaca 
College graduates, Rowland said. 
The main cause for the change 
was that the label "Corporate 
Communication" wa~ too narrow 
for the interdisciplinary programs 
within the major, he said. 
According to Rowland, the 
name became a barrier rather than 
an aid in communicating the 
nature of the program. 
"I was very much in favor of 
the name change," said David 
Shapiro, an assistant professor of 
Corporate Communication. 
"I felt very confident that we 
should not have the name 
Corporate Communication.," he 
said. 
He believed one key point 1s 
that nothing else in the program 
will change, only the title of the 
program 
"Even though what we came 
up with 1s a bit wordy, we feel II 
more adequately reflects the pro-
gram," Shapiro said. 
To address one of the concerns 
of students, Shapiro explained 
that seniors th1~ year will 
graduate with Corporate 
Communication on their diploma 
Fre~hman, sophomore and 
Junior students would have a 
choice between the two name~. 
and the Class of 2002 will gradu-
ate with OCLS. 
STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday: 6 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday· 6 a.m. to I a.m. 
Sunday: 8 a.m. to Midnight 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thursday. 11 a.m. to M1d111ght 
Friday: 11 a.m. to I am. 
Saturday: Noon to I a.m 
Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
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e~ investigation~ of 111c1dent-; s1111-
ilar to thi~ year's Halloween 
prank. 
Beth Cavalier '99, an execu-
tive hoard memher of the 
College·, Gay and Le~h1an 
Society. Bl-GALA, ,aid ,;he 
noticed a recent surge in occur-
rence~ that targeted the gay com-
munity. 
She ,a1tl the ~lur, ~prayed on 
the ,tudent', automoh1lc with 
,havm)! cream wa, the tlmd 111c1-
dent ~he had encountered ~o lar 111 
the academic year. 
Be~idc, th1, recent llll·1dent. 
C.1val1cr recalled ha\ Ill)! ,ccn 
,1)mconc wcann)! an ,1nt1-gay T 
,h11t and a group or \tlllknt, 
drl·,~cd .i, '"ga:-, cxtcr111111,ltoh·· ,lt 
,1 co,tumc party 
(',1v.1ltc1 ,;ud Ill thL· pa,t thtL'L' 
\l':11, at the Collq:L'. ,ht· h.i, hccn 
111\ lll,cd Ill ).!,ty and lc,h1.1n p10-
).!I,111h and cduc.ituin lor ,tudcnh. 
hut had not experienced incident~ 
like these until thi~ year. 
Throughout those three year~. 
Cavalcir said she had always been 
comfortahle bemg involved in 
educational program~ for other 
~tudent~. hut lately ~he ha~ had 
,ccond thought~. 
"I don't feel completely safe," 
,hc ~aid. "I had alway~ felt safe 
hc111g out and being act1vc. It\ 
"-111d of 1ntcre~t111g hccau,c I 
,dway, perceived Ithaca a~ a ,afc 
and enlightened place " 
Carlo, W. Pcr"-111, '99. a 
,pol,.c,pcr,pn 101 the Alncan-
Lat1110 Sonety, ~aid he had 
not1L·ed "a dramatic mcrca~e" 111 
thc,c l,.1mb ol 111c1dent~ compared 
to h1, lir,t ,111d ~ccond year at the 
C11llcgc 
'"In the l)cg11111111g of ~dwol the 
.\LS ~aid !hat v.e have 1cro toler-
ance ol rac1~m. We will not toler-
ate 1t and \\C hopL' and encour.ige 
the College's soc1ctic~ and orga-
ni1.ations to be more proactive." 
By being more proactive. 
Perkins said, bias-related inci-
dents can be prevented rather than 
confronted after they occur. 
Perkins said with the increase 
in bias-related mcidcnts has come 
an increase in the speakers and 
programs on campus. 
"I will give regard-; to the pro-
grams," he ~aid. "They have 
hrought awarenc~~ to the stu-
dent\. But we have to he much 
more proactive." 
Though the mo,1 recent inci-
dcnh on campm, have not target-
ed Afm:an-Americans or Latinm, 
mcmhcrs of ALS were still 
offended, Perkin~ said. 
"As a person of color who ha, 
been opprc~~ed. I take offense." 
he ,aid. 
Though most ~ludcnt!> have 
noticed the mcrca~c 111 hias-relal-
cd incidenb, some long-time 
memhcrs of the College commu-
nity said the~c occurrences were 
nothing new. 
Jonathan Laskowit1., an asso-
ciate professor of sociology, has 
hccn teaching at the College for 
more than 25 years and said this 
has been an ongoing problem. 
"I'd argue that it has always 
hccn an issue," he said. 
As an example, Laskowit, 
mentioned the hias remarb 
scrawled on the carrels in the 
library and 111 the bathroom~ have 
always hccn present. 
As a ~ociologist, Laskowi11. 
~hared his opinion on what these 
111c1dcn1s, old or new, arc about. 
"I would ~ay graffiti 1s a win-
dow to what some people arc 
thmkmg," he said. "It's real sim-
ple lo fmd a ~capcgoat and decide 
a group t~ the prohlcm. Seeing the 
gralfiti reflects people who arc 
Trustee meetings discussed at SGA 
By Emily A. Cheramie 
lth,H'i\ll St,1ff 
Tuc,day', S1udent 
( ,u\'ernment A~~ou,1t1lln 111<:ct111g 
katurcd a prc~cnlallon h) ,tudrnl 
tru"tce Bill Rohen~ '98 concern-
111g the board mcct111g, wluch 
L"tlfKludcd la,t wee!,. 
·\lso dt,l·u,,L·d al the lllCL'ti11g 
\\;1, lhL' thl'lt of .1 co111pule1 from 
lhL· Stu1knt Adi\ 1t1c, Center and 
thL' app, m al of .t Ill'\\ :\rl Hl\tory 
( 'luh 
Rohe1h IC\ 1cwcd thL· hoard ol 
11u-tecs 111el'1111~ 101 1cprc,e11ta-
t1\e". Acn,rdmg to h1~ rcport. 
11 u,tcc, d111cd ;1t thL' Pre"tdcnt', 
house ,llllf \\L'l"C 111fonlll:d that lhL· 
College had recently purchased 
property amountmg lo 82 acre, 
hchmd Boothroyd Hall 
·n1c newly acquired land com-
plete~ the cm:le of property the 
College owns and Roberts report-
ed that. as of now, there are no 
plan" regardmg tis development. 
"With the board we have right 
now. we arc gomg 10 sec much 
nHl(C part1c1patton than in years 
p,1,t." Robert~ ~aid. 
Prior to Roherts' report, SGA 
Prc'ldcnt Cathy Henry '98 satd a 
dec1,1on wa-; made to hire a ,tu-
dcnt \L'LTL'tar: ~o the Student 
,\ell\ 111i..:~ Cci,.i.cr COj.ild rcmam 
llpen until tilt' Campus Center 
do,c, ' 
This deci~1on came 111 
rc~pon~c to the recent theft 111 the 
SAC. 
The Center will now be open 
until midnight Monday through 
Thursday and until 7 p.m. on 
Friday night. 
"As soon as we have the staff 
these new hours will start," Henry 
~aid. 
In addition 10 replacing the 
stolen computer, Kurt Pahl '98. 
vice president of business and 
finance for SGA, said, "We also 
looked at gettmg more security 
features lo protect the cqmpment 
and v.re w1\l get the~~ new devices 
- hooked up as soon as possible." 
Finally. SGA approved a new 
Ari History Cluh and allol!cd 
them $250 for their budget. 
The club presented their pro-
posal for the coming year which 
included trips to the Cornell 
museum, a fundraiser to raise 
money to repair the frescos in 
Italy, a poster sale and the imple-
mentation of a new Web page. 
Allison Rabbitt '99, the new 
cluh's co-chair, said, "We feel 
that we have a really talented art 
history faculty and we don't think 
that they arc being put to good 
use." 
The Art History Club now 
meets on Wednesdays a&.-6 p.m. 
and anyone interested is encour-
aged to join. 
ignorant and think their prohlc1m 
will go away if those people 
weren't there." 
In speculating, Lm,kowitz said 
that politically, times arc very 
conservative and these tradition-
al, conservative ideas carry over 
and are misinterpreted hy a few 
"stupid" individuals. 
Like Perkins, Laskowitz point-
ed out when incidents like these 
occur. the targeted group, he it 
Jews or African-American-;, 
become~ clo~cr, and awareness. 
through programs or speaker,. 
increases. Unfortunately. 
Laskowi11. said. d1ffercnl racial or 
religious groups tend not to sup-
port one another in thc~e 
instance~. hut the group, 
~trcngthcn internally in these 
Innes. 
"Thc!>e ~oun:cs provide what 
could he a source of community 
and strength," he said. 
WAIT 
continued from page 1 
the College may have 10 buy 
more computers. 
"IL is gomg to seem like a 
complete disaster to some 
people who don't have com-
puters," Sara Pmsoneault '99 
said. "I think that a lot of 
people will feel lost because 
they can't register as quickly 
as others." 
Several improvement~ 
have already been made. 
Students will be receiving 
their personal identification 
number throughout the 
- month. With this number 
they will have accc!>s to their 
midtcnn grades and record~. 
http://www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
Some answers 
aren't found In books 
Sbldylng can get yoo good grades. but lhele"s a 
bit rrae to COiiege th.11 classes F nends Lovers 
Oeallmes ~ said ttn ,sn l the real wortf? 
When you nted 10- help sorting 11 all out. 
CCtlSldef llnel Therapy, a unique foo-r of shoo teem 
counsel,og that rAers laslillg resu!s 
No m&ttff wllll tnues yc>u flee - siress. 
depfess,on. relabonsh,ps. ea,ng dwoors. sett 
eslBern. sexuaily - Brief Therapy cai Qive yoo 
the lools yoo !-' lo make J)061bve c:lianoes ., 
ycur life ., the shollest bme po&sll:,le 
Call IOd,y for a #rN irllba/ COOSUll8bon lo find OUI 
how Bnel Therapy can gM! ,ou lar;trig rewtts 
Diane S. Jerdan, MSW, CSW-R 
T1m1r1 Loomis, MSW, CSW 
BREF THERAPY AssoclATES 
120 East Buffalo Street 
275-3875 www.Brlef-Therapy.com 
lnNiric:e l"linlllnll!II - SMlfl ._ - Crd ens 
Check us out • 
lllCITHA CAN 
"T/1t• newspaper for the Ithaca College Community" 
Hats 
Coats 
Socks 
Gloves 
Trous:ers 
Sweaters 
Holly's 
Surplus 
605 W.State 
Next To I<inko's 
9-S:30 Mon-Sat 
FREE PARI<ING 
2'1'1-606g 
"Genuine GI is: our Forte" 
Bill Cooke 
Above Tripharnmer Plaza 
35 Cinema Dr. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Short & Long Term 
Mary Lauppe Patt 
Tel 
607-277-2159 
E-mail. 
Mlauppc<Paol.com 
Convenient J.C. location 
Caqillac-Oldsmobile-Toyot 
Bus: (607) 257-1515 
Fax:(607) 257-4542 
bcooke@clairityconnect.com 
COMPACT DISC 
RECORD FfilR 
Sunday November 19 
10 un.-S p.m. 
Holiday Inn So. Cayuyga SL 
Rock, Jazz, Pop, Pi,ak, Coulry, Alteno.alYe, 
Folk, <k.,ctc, ~ o1 CD'1 
Rttords, T- Yi.s-, Rari11a I< 
Coll<etlbln.. 0.<r 35 dnlcn '58'1. •,o•, 
$1.00 offW/ad 
~ Young life 
A Christian outreach 
Ministry to teens 
Are you interested? 
Are you an alumnus? 
Call Greg Dillingham 
273-8843 
Now Leasing for 1997-
98 School Year. 
Dozens of apartments and 
houses, located on South Hill 
anp Downtown. Two bedroom 
up to seven bedrooms. Nice 
condition; most have laundry 
and parking. Call Peter 
Penniman at 387-5897, 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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Fountain day in danger of running dry 
By Stephanie O'Neil 
Ithacan Sta ff 
lthai.:a College's Attorney 
Nani.:y Pringle wali.:hcs from her 
third floor Joh offii.:c. She has a 
perfect view of the gla~s hollies 
littering Textor. her eyes follow 
the seniors sprinting toward the 
fountain and she cringes as stu-
dent~ jump mto the shallow 
water. 
Founta111 day has hci.:omc 
Pringle's worse nightmare. And 
she is not alone. 
Due to increasing safety con-
cerns, Assistant Vice President for 
Student Affairs, Brian McArcc. 
plans lo meet in the near future 
with administrators, faculty and 
students to discuss alternatives lo 
this event. 
"I think it's time we a~ an 
administration, along with the 
seniors, take a look al this behav-
ior," McAree said. "We need lo 
sit down and discuss if this event 
should continue and if it is going 
to continue." 
Administrators and students al 
the College are worried about the 
safety of students at the event and 
the injuries that result from alco-
hol consumption and broken 
glass. They also worry about the 
increased number of participants 
as many non-seniors are now 
jumping. 
McAree hopes to find an alter-
native that is attractive to the stu-
dents. 
''.Unless the students them-
selves are willing to stop this tra-
dition, it won't stop," McAree 
said. 
Smee 1989, it has 
hccomc an unofficial 
tradition at Ithaca 
College for seniors lo 
.1ump into the fountain 
near Dillingham on the 
last day of classes. 
"I have yet to sec a 
compelling reason why 
fountain day should be 
i.:ontinued," Pringle said. 
"From my standpoint as 
College Attorney, I sec 
fountain day as a very 
dangerous situation. 
"We need to find 
something with the 
same type of energy as 
fountain day without the 
danger." 
Pringle said depend- The Ithacan/Emily DeWan 
ing on the situation, Hundreds of seniors and a handful of underclassmen celebrate the end of 
campus safety can the school year with alcohol, water and chaos at last year's Fountain day. 
charge students for different vio- president, is also concerned about "We don't sponsor [fountain 
lations. She said campus safety safety at fountain day. He said the day], we don't support it, but we 
can arrest anyone found consum- senior class docs not recognize certainly have to react 10 ii, if and 
ing alcohol under the age of 21 or fountain day and is considering when it occurs," McAree said. 
anyone providing alcohol to a how to make the day safer. Many students view fountain 
minor. Additionally, Pringle said "As a senior class officer, safe- day as a time for celebration, but 
campus safety can enforce laws ty is our paramount concern. We also as an event that may lead to 
governing public decency and want the last day of classes to be mJury. 
laws preventing public distur- a safe and happy day for seniors," Eric Bordin '98 said, "I think 
bances and harassment. Schnabolk said. pain and fountain day go hand in . 
She said she hopes the group Schnabolk said the Senior hand. When I think of fountain 
convenes soon, so they can pre- Class would like to hold a senior day, I get a mental image of pco-
scnt some alternatives to the stu- event on the last day of classes .pie lying in the grass with cul~ 
dent body before the spring. where only seniors would be and bruises and more serious 
Pringle doesn't want any late sug- involved. injuries." 
gestions to catch students by sur- Although the College does not Staff al the College's health 
prise and arouse anger. recognize fountain day, it takes center said there arc no statistics 
"It's not that we don't want the precautionary measures. The breaking down injuries into spe-
seniors to have great fun; I just College stations life safety offi- cific categories. 
wish there was a safer altcma- cers and campus safety officers to However, Vice President for 
tive," Pringle said. intercept problems and provide Student Affairs, Jack Oblak said 
Eric Schnabolk, senior class immediate aid if necessary. typical injuries include scrapes 
and i.:uh from broken !!la,, 
Some ,en1or~ ,ay 11 1, 1111prn-
tant to he ,ale 
··1t ·, lou!!h to prevent people 
from !!omg cr;I1j ThL' hL·,1 1111111: 
" lo maJ...e ,ure alcohol " 111 plas-
tic hott le, or can, .rnd 111 \\ car 
~hoL'~.-· B11nl111 ,.11d 
Other ,lutknh do11·1 1111111-. 
,alcty " an IS\lll' 
··By 1ump111t' 111 Ilic lrnml,1111. 
you're 1aJ...1ng your ov.;1 ri,i....· 
Chri, Ha,clton "l)X ,a,d ··Y1n1·\,· 
!!0l lo live a little·· 
ThL' event 1, no 1011!-!n ,1 \L'llll >r 
traJ111on and w11h more ,tudenh 
_JU111p111!!, there "a greater ch.1nce 
of 111_1ury. ,;d OhlaJ... 
"Up until two year, ago. Imm-
tam day wa~ mainly ,1 ,ernor 
event," Oblak ~aid. 
Erica Hananel '98 ~a,d non-
~L'nior ~tudent~ who Jump mto the 
fountain take the -.potltght away 
from the seniors. 
She thinks ii is appropriate to 
watch, but it i~ not her time to cel-
ebrate until she 1s a senior. 
Katie Kinane '99 jumped m 
last year as a sophomore. She 
thinks the first run from Textor 
belongs to the senior class. 
Afterwards, "other students who 
want lo participate can, as they 
arc showing their farewell to their 
friends," Kinane said. 
Bordin plans to celebrate with 
his friends regardless of the 
agreement reached between col-
lege officials and the graduating 
students. 
"You can't put a stop to tradi-
tion," Bordin said. "There will he 
a lot of annoyed seniors. We'll go 
jump in the lake." 
YOUR ITIIA<'A O")LU::nE GEHONTOL<.lClY ISSTITl'TE lllSTrn,w1s11E1> 81'1-:AKEH SElllES KARL 
PILLEMER, PhJI. MOTHER 
would LOVE a 
subscription 
to the 
Ithacan. call 
274-3207 for 
information 
about home 
subscription 
terms and 
rates. 
TheITHACAN 
"Thl' 11ew.fpaper for the Ithaca Colle1:e Community" 
- . - - ----------------
Prorf'880r, Colltgt or Human Effllogy 
Cornell rniversity and Codirtttor, Corntll 
Applied Gerontolo~ Rt8tafth lo11titutt 
Elder Abuse: 
Myths and Realities 
Thursday, November 6 
7:30 p.m. 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall 
Ithata College 
A n .. •pdou will ro,_ th<" k"<·lun.•. 
I@GI 
Ithaca Col~e wrontol09y Institute 
for runher Information oont.act th.-
Grrontology lnstttutt-, (61171 Z74-100.'i 
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TCAT meets to discuss Cornell buyout 
By Joe Gervase 
lth,1c.1r1 Staff 
Plam for a unique merge, 
between three local hu~ compa-
111e~ will he revealed 1<1111ght at 
the Ramada Inn on North 
Tnphammer mad III Ithaca al 5 
p.m. 
The lransll1on con~,.,•., of two 
public mgan11at1on~ and one pri-
vate. 
The con~ol1dat1on of lthac,1 
Tran~1t, Tomtran and Cornell 
Transit will ult11natcly form 
Tompkm'> Arca Con~ohdatcd 
Transit (fCAT). 
Joe Welsh, proJect manager of 
Weslin Consulting, said the three 
systems agreed to com,olidate 
Tompkins County services more 
than a year ago. 
TI1e venture aims to end over-
lappmg route<,, and pncc differ-
ences while catering to the com-
munity\ needs, he said. 
been done 
before," 
Ghcar111g said. 
"The law allows 
the three to 
merge, hut docs 
not '>pcci fy 
whether the orga-
n11.at1on is to he 
puhlic or pri-
vate." he ~a,d. 
That law, 
Chapter 441 of 
t\1c Acts of 1996, 
was written as a 
result of the 
desired merger .. 
Some mem-
bers of the Civil 
Service 
Employment 
Assoc1at1on arc 
concerned about 
the consolidation. 
One of them is Nancy Olt,, 
Ithaca Transit system manager. 
"TCAT will have a hoard of 
directors with equal representa-
tion from the three sy~tems," Olt,. 
said. 
"There will be a three-way-
split of funding and decision-
making," she said. 
Gheanng confirmed that an 
official plan will he announced at 
the meeting tonight. 
Union and puhllc concerns 
will he addressed, he said. 
Surveys arc available lo the 
public through Wcslm Consulting 
Services. 
For more information about 
the consolidation, call the 
lthacaffompkins Transit Center at 
277-9388. 
Those interested can also visit 
the TCAT Website at 
http://www.co.tompkins.ny.us/ 
transit. 
"It should he something you 
help us devise," Welsh said at a 
public forum for TCAT 
Although the new logo already 
appears on buses, the compame~ 
arc not yet legally hound, accord-
ing to TCAT General Manager 
Rod Ghcaring. 
TI1e CSEA is a 
union 111 rclallon 
to the department 
of public works 
for city employ-
ees. 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
A 15-year Ithaca transit driver, Sue Benninger tells her thoughts on the proposed 
merger of Ithaca Transit, Tomtran and Cornell Transit that will form TCAT. 
Some students did not like the 
idea of a strike resulting from the 
mergingof the three systems. 
Mary Dunbar '01 was both-
ered by the thought of a strike. 
"Sorncthmg like this has never 
John Currey, 
_CSEA shop steward and an Ithaca 
Transit driver, fears the orga1111.a-
tion will become private. 
"'If this happens, employees 
will no longer be required to fol-
low the Taylor.Law," Currey said. 
The Taylor Law restricts pub-
lic employees from striking. 
Despite CSEA concerns, orga-
nizers arc confident that each of 
the three syste1!JS will_ be equally 
n~prescnted in all aspects. 
''It's hard to get downtown 
without the bus," Dunbar said. 
"We would be trapped in our own 
world, unable lo explore our sur-
roundings." 
Soft-spoken Tibetan monks discuss Buddhism 
By Erin Negley 
Ithacan Staff 
An audience of 60 crowded 
around two men with shaved 
heads and maroon robe~ 111 Muller 
Chapel on Tuesday, Nov 4. 
They ..:arnc to hear the soft-
spoken refugees speak ahnut 
Buddhism and the situation in 
Tibet. The men, Venerable Selden 
and Venerable Gephel, arc 
Tibetan Buddhist monks from the 
Namgyal monastery in Ithaca. 
They were invited by the 
group.Students for a Free Tibet. 
"One of SFT's main goals is 
to educate people about what is 
going on in Tibet, so that actions 
for Tibet's freedom can he taken, 
l1opcfully with a positive out-
come. ·· said Kerry Dackow '98 
SFT treasurer. 
l11e diSt:uss1on started with an 
explanation of Buddha, whose 
teaching~ Buddhi~rn is based 
', \.1 
upon. 
"'Buddha is an enlightened 
being. He was not fully enlight-
ened from the beginning. He was 
an ordinary person like me," 
Gcphcl said. "He helped people 
by giving his teachings." 
Buddha is similar to a doctor, 
he said. 
"A doctor gives patients medi-
cine, but docs not wash them of 
pain or suffering," he said. 
~®~~ 
I 
Student Fares -\~,. 
FBIDAYS!t 
chedules Dally departing 
from the Ithaca. Bus 
Terminal To Bew York City 
3 Schedules Daily 
With Convenient stops in 
Wedchelhr & Long Island 
a.long the L.I.E. a.t exits 
49 Melville, 53 Brentwood 
Easy Connections 
Daily to 
JFK •LaGuardia•Newark 
~OFITI.NE· 
Ithaca Bus Terminal 
710 West State St. 
(607) 277-8800 
Buddha gives people teachings, 
to help their pain and suffering. 
Buddhism is based on compas-
sion and not hanning others. It is 
taught in Tibet through rituals and 
daily yoga. 
"Now that Tibet is under 
Chinese rule, Buddhism is com-
pletely destroyed," Selden said. 
"In order to revive what was 
destroyed, Buddhism has been 
restructured in India where His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama is in 
exile." 
·After the Chinese invaded 
Tibet in 1959, 130,000 Tibetans, 
including the Dalai Lama, 
escaped and became refugees. 
About 35 to 40 of the refugees 
resclllcd in Ithaca, SFT president arc two Chinese," Selden said. 
Paul Vidovich '98 said. ~ "Tibetans arc being sterilized and 
On the absence of peace in · not allowed to have more than 
Tibet, Selden said, "There is no - two kids. 
reason to get angry at the "It is a fact that before 1959, 
Chinese. It is not the people, but Tibet was a country with a nation-
the policy that we _need to al anthem and everything." 
change." · · "I know people of your coun-
"The Tibet-Chinese problem is try believe in human rights and 
getting very drastic," Selden said. freedom," he said. "We're not 
"The Chinese are practicing asking for your money or your 
deforestation, nuclear dumping country, we're asking for our 
and extracting our resources. country back." 
Tibet will be left with nothing. It Tibet Day will be celebrated in 
will be a desert with no trees." the Women's Community 
Tibetan culture is threatened Building, on Nov. 15. 
also. The majority of the popula- Tibetan food, performances 
tion in Tibet is now Chinese. (dancing and music) and infonna-
"For every one Tibetan, there tion about Tibet will be available. 
································-------------COLLSGSTOWN'S : ~04e4-
VSGAN ALTSRNA'IWS: • f,r,lr flower Bou.q,,tts 
rea.t«,,19: • A FULL 
VEGETARIAN MENU 
• TRADITIONAL AND 
VEGAN PASTRIES & 
DESSER'FS 
•NIGHTLY 
INTERNATIONAL 
DINNER SPECIALS 
SERVING FOOD THAT ANYONE COULD LOVE, 
FROM BRUNCH, TO LUNCH, TO LATE NI.GHT! 
• CorS11gts, 
Boutorrnitrts 
• Tropical Pl1111ts 
• (jotfwa O.ocoliztes 
• B11lloo,u • OJs:NeU-Massey Soaps 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
• 273-7231 
• 
Thun., Fri. 10- 8 
• Mon., Wcd.,Sat. au 
=. 10-5:30 
1 
· ® 
STEWART Sundaysll--4 
: j()8' AVSN1JS • 1,'/'l-4TJO: Oallyl>ellw,y,acq,tSu...S.y 
................................ ------------~ 
Recycle This 
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Holocaust survivor speaks in Emerson 
By Alanna M. Muscate 
Ithacan Staff 
B 1-4-133 ha!-> haunted Zev 
Kedem ~ince 1943. 
Thi!-> code Wa!-> the only 1dent1-
ty the Poli!->h Holoc;1u!->t !->Urv1vor 
had durmg his confinement at !->IX 
concentration camps in Au!->tria 
during World War II 
Kedem !-,poke ahout 111s sur-
vival to ahout 200 people Sunday 
night m Emerson Suite!->. 
Ml' During the war, Kedem's life 
-ecntered on three daily ohjec-
tives: keep wam1. get food ... and 
don't get killed. 
Kedem ~aid the movie 
Schindler:~ List was very similar 
to his own experience. 
"My memory of the Holocaust 
was not in black and white or 
color, hut total darkness," Kedem 
said. 
As the Nalis captured thou-
sands of Jews during each raid, 
the brutality of the deportations 
increased. 
Kedem hid with his grandpar-
ents in an attic and begged them 
not to swallow the poison that 
was so close to their lips. They 
quieted him as they listened to the 
soldiers calmly strutting across 
the hardwood floor on the level 
below them. At this crucial 
moment, Kedem learned that to 
"be silent and internalize fears 
only to stay alive for a short time 
then silenced me for the next 50 
The Ithacan/Devin Mack 
Holocaust survivor and advisor to Steven Spielberg on the film 
Schindler'• List speaks In Emerson Suites on Sunday. 
years." 
Kedem joined his mother in 
the camps under a work permit, 
which was a ticket to life in the 
ghetto. Oskar Schindler was 
Kedem;s savior. He was a 
Catholic Gennan industrialist 
whose actions in saving Jews 
from extermination endangered 
his life and drained his finances. 
On Nov. 3, 1944, Kedem was 
taken to Auschwitz, the most 
notorious death camp. 
His life there was a camp sur-
rounded by barbed wire, a freez-
ing sea of mud and a gray sky. He 
lived 111 h,111;1d,, 111 t11pk-hunl...cd 
hctb 111 .1 1111Hlllwk~, area 111, 
worlt.l 11,1, \L'I~ )!11111 111 !he rL"al 
11at1011 thal a mea)!i:r. ,awdu,1-
darkL"ncd '-l r.1p Ill hrL".td 11.l(l thl' 
!->a111c 1,ilue 1>1 Ille 
Du1111)! thL' evacuation ol 
AU!-,Chw1t1. Kcdem llll'>lal...cnly 
got on the lr,m,port mtendcd for 
the sick and elderly, wlm:h wa!-, a 
five day "death 111arch'" through ,1 
ternhle snow ~lonn 
After l1herat1on on May 3, 
194:i, he found humelf m niore 
danger and wa, ,hot at more ulten 
than while 111 concentration 
camps bccau~e Au~tria wa~ dmrn-
natcd hy anncd Nat.i!-,. Hi~ grand-
parents and father peri~hcd 111 the 
concentration camps, hut Kedem, 
his mother and his sister were 
very fortunate. 
"I was enormously lucky m 
contrast to most of the three and a 
half million Jews of Poland [who 
died]," he said. 
Kedein found that the more 
educated he hecamc about hi~ 
own cultural roots, the more tol-
erant he became of others. 
'To be a decent human bcmg 
you can be of any nationality, 
including German," he said. "At 
the same time, you can be of any 
other nationality as well and still 
be evil. It's a universal problem; 
the Gennans had certain habits 
which led themselves to be orga-
nized in such a way." 
Kedem appeared in the end of 
lhl' I 1h11 S, /1111,//{'I ·, !.,,, ,llld L 1 >II 
,ultcd 1111 lhL' ld111 a, V.L·II 
\1llll' 111,1!...111g ()II S,/1111,//11 \ 
/.11/. Krdrm 11.1~ ,plll...cn out .ih,1111 
111,· li111111r, ,>I thL" llolm·.1us1 
I h,· < hl111d I l111H·1,1t~ f'l,1du 
,11,· l.11er hL'L,llllL' a c11-p1od11,,·1 
wrth ,1 Dutch 1ck1 ,~1011 llL'l11rnl... 
I le ha~ made dr,1111at11cd d1 lCU 
mentary I dm, entrtled < Jn" 111 
.lt-ru\ll/1·111 and ll'l1noln11 
{!11111'//'/ 
Today Kede111 ha~ ,1x d1dd1c·11 
.ind live~ 111 hrad. 
''I'm am.11ed hy the 1c,p1>1he 
to the ,uh1ect of !he llolocau,t 111 
,\merica and I'm con11nced !hat 
11 has reached the mam~lream of 
American con,crousne~~. e~pe-
c1ally at the university and col-
lege level. Finally th1~ " happen-
mg," he !-,aid 
Kcdem feels mdehted to the 
late Oskar Schindler 
Kedem said: "Schmdlcr wa~ a 
decent human bemg. If he wa!-> a 
totally virtuous. correct, upright 
ind1v1dual, he could not possihly 
have negotiated with the Nazis to 
save those people. They would 
have gotten rid of him. His imper-
fections were actually the equip-
ment of being able to reach out 
and save people. and in that para-
dox is the humanization. He cele-
brated life to the fullest and he 
was prepared to act for life, with-
out being judgmental of whose 
life. And that is a wonderful 
quality." 
Committee suggests changes to H&S 
By Kevin Rettig 
Ithacan Staff 
The College's largest school 
could be facing major changes if 
a new plan presented by its 
Faculty Planning Committee is 
implemented. 
Some of the faculty in the 
School of Humanities and 
Sciences are fearful of cuts in 
programs while the school's dean 
and others hope the plan will 
strengthen the overall' school. 
The report, submitted to Dean 
Howard Erlich on Oct. I, begins 
with a review of recent history at 
Ithaca College and within the 
School of Humanities and 
Sciences. It goes on to outline a 
vision for the school for the next 
five years and then explains the 
strategies by which the school can 
fully realize its mission. The 
report ends with seven additional 
recommendations hy the commit-
tee. 
One recommendation of the 
report is to dissolve the planning 
committee and establish a new 
committee to set the plan in 
motion. However, the faculty may 
not want a second committee. 
Even if they do, they still could be 
opposed to implementing the pro-
posals. 
Oiher issues raised by some 
faculty included tenure hiring 
plans of the school, teacher-stu-
dent ratios, fiscal problems within 
the College and the tendency of 
the report to favor technology and 
collaborative learning for the 
schools' programs. 
According to the report, 53 of 
the 187 (28 percent) faculty mem-
bers are not eligible for tenure, 
although 21 of those do have 
"longer-term contracts." Faculty 
is concerned that tenure-track 
positions will not be hired until 
this plan, or one similar to it, is 
implemented. That process could 
take months, if not years. 
"Hiring tenure-eligible faculty 
follows planning, not precedes 
it," Erlich said. "There hasn't 
been an absolute freeze in any-
thing." 
Erlich said tenure-track hiring 
would likely p_ick up after a new 
initiative for the school is 111 
place. 
"The review of programs, 
from my point of view, is a neces-
sary thing; a healthy thing," 
Erlich said. "I think the strongest 
meaning in here is to look beyond 
the boundaries of one's depart-
ment to some school-wide inter-
est." 
The planning committee is 
composed of seven elected facul-
ty members. The dean and associ-
ate deans have also been involved 
in the committee's deliberations. 
The committee's charge was to 
answer the following question: 
"What changes, if any, must the 
school implement to be most suc-
cessful in the current and antici-
"f.. -
pated environment?" 
After his endorsement of the 
report last month. Erlich and the 
planning committee met Tuesday 
with the associate deans and the 
school's faculty. At the meeting, 
many faculty members voiced 
concern about some aspects of the 
report. 
'The first critical issue is there 
is no process by which faculty 
can decide if the plan should be 
implemented. That is absolutely 
unacccplablc," said Paul 
McBride, chair of the History 
Department. 
At Tuesday's meeting, many 
faculty wondered if they would 
have a vote on whether a new 
committee should be formed to 
implement lhc plan. Currently, 
there seems to be no answer. 
When asked, Erlich reserved 
comment on that question pend-
ing a meeting with the planning 
co~mittee. If the faculty mem-
hers arc not granted the right to 
approve any plan. some, mclud-
ing McBride. feel 1t would be in 
violation of their right~ a~ stipu-
lated 111 the Faculty Handbook. 
In section four, part one, the 
handbook states: " ... the faculty 
also have primary rcspon!-,ihihty 
for faculty personnel matters, 
including ... evaluation of faculty; 
establishment and review of plan-
ning unit. school and College fac-
ulty personnel policies; definition 
of staffing needs and recruitment 
of faculty; and recommendation!-, 
for reappointment, tenure and 
promotion." 
Martin Brownstein, chair of 
the Politics Department. !->a1d "It 
speaks to the future needs of the 
~chool, hut it needs to he more 
explicit ahout the role of 
Humanities and Science~ to rt!-> 
students as well a~ to the entire 
student population." 
The next mcetmg for the facul-
ty on the issue will be today al 
noon 111 Textor I 02. 
z CAFE DEWITT I I I I I I I 
UsuNDAY 10-2 
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s~"so" {o b~ FREEZIW1 ! Charles Street 
Z Crispy Com l'ritleis Lemon Souffle Pancake., 
:::, 
f'annhouse &'eakfa,( 
f.QIP6elledld 
•
=:Ulmixxe 
with l!read~et 
Pioasted Garlic Potatoes 
• 
Chicken-Apple Sausages 
Specials Change Daily 
DEWITT MAll,ITHACA 
273-3473 
. o~ 15 IT? 
<'-<--p hckf s. ~ .. c ... l ,..clvi.cc. 
· N,cc co le. 
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$883·. 
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U.C.lilllal Excllu&t 
206 B Dryden Road 
Ithaca 
(607) 277-0373_ 
Townhouses 
"South Hill's Best Kept Secret" 
• 11/2 Baths• Large Closets• Balcony & Patio • Furnished • 
• Free Parking • Free Trash Removal• Pets Allowed• 
• Washer & Dryer Included • 
Starting at $250/person 
For More Information, Call 257-1725 
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Monday, Oct.27 - Sunday, Nov. 2 
Monday, October 27 
• Criminal Mischief 4th Degree 
Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm horn torn 
loose from wall. Report taken. 
• Noise Complaints 
Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Two students referred 
judicially for noise and failure to 
comply. Report taken. 
• Making Graffiti, No Degree, 
Sub 1-2 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Complaint of defaced 
poster on student's room door. 
Report taken. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Staff member reports 
damage to vending machine in a 
residence hall. Report taken. 
• Assisted Tompkins County 
Sheriff 
Location: 600 block of 
Coddington 
Summary: Assist TCSD with a 
car deer MVA. Report taken. 
• Graffiti, No Degree, Sub 1-2 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Student reports wnt-
ing on a door m a residence hall. 
Report taken. 
Tuesday, October 28 
• Larceny, No Degree 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Complainant reports 
attempted larceny of computer 
monitor 1rom the campus act1vi-
ties office sometime over the 
weekend. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: S Lot 
Summary: Student reports dam-
age dorie to the convertible top of 
their vehicle sometime over the 
wecl(end. Report taken. 
• Suspicious Circumstance 
Location: Garden apartments 
Summary: Complainant reports 
someone entered the furniture 
storage room and broke a ping 
pong table and removed pallets 
from under furniture. 
• Larceny, No Degree 
Location: Campus Center -
Food Court 
Summary: Staff member report-
ed items taken from the loading 
dock area. Report taken. 
STA Travel offers 
student discounts 
on demestic 
travel. too. 
800-777-0112 
www.sta-travel.com 
STA Travel... trr ~• 
the world's largest ~ I 
student travel STA TRAVELi 
organization. We've bffn the,-.· 
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• Animal Complaint, Raccoon Summary: Subject received sev- stolen property. 
• Motor Vehicle Accident, Location: Route 96B eral annoying phone calls over 
Property Damage Only Summary: Wounded raccoon on the past week. Complainant does 
Location: U Lot 96B near main entrance to the not know the caller. • Fire Alarms, Accidental 
Summary: Staff member report- College. Raccoon was dis- Location: Landon Hall 
ed a motor vehicle accident in U patched. • Graffiti-No Degree, Sub 1-2 Summary: Fire alarm was 
Lot. Report taken. Location: M Lot caused by water hitting a smoke 
• Larceny, No Degree Summary: Vehicle in parking lot detector. IFD notified and 
• Fire Alarms, Smoke Location: East Tower - Floors was found to be covered with responded. System was reset. 
Investigation 2,3,6,9 homosexual slurs done in shav- Four students referred judicially 
Location: Terrace 4 Summary: Existing signs taken ing cream. Report taken. for tampering with fire equipment. 
Summary: Alarm of fire on the from floors 2,3,6 and 9. 
first floor east, caused by burned • Medical assistance, Illness 
food thrown in a garbage can. • Conduct Code Violation Related • Graffiti, No Degree, Sub 1-2 
IFD not1f1ed and responded. Location: Terrace 6 Location: West Tower Location: Emerson Hall 
Report taken. Summary: One student referred Summary: Report of female Summary: Student reports graffi-
Judicially for possession of alco- vomiting. Subject transported to ti on a door in a residence hall. 
• Unlawful Possession of hol. Health Center. Residence Director notified. 
MariJuana, No Degree Report taken. 
Location: West Tower • Fire • Medical Assistance, Illness 
Summary: Staff member report- Location: Williams Hall - South Related 
ed drug paraphernalia found in a Side Location: Terrace 9 • Fire alarms, Accidental 
resident's room. One student Summary: Fire in outdoor trash Summary: Report of student in Location: Terrace 8 
referred judicially. Report taken. can south side of Williams Hall. residence hall room in need of Summary: Alarm of fire was 
IFD responded and put fire out. medical attention. Student trans- caused by burned popcorn. IFD 
• Aggravated Harassment, 2nd ported to the health center. notified and responded. System 
Degree, Sub 1-2 • Fire was reset. 
Location: Terrace 6 Location: Campus Center, • Theft of Services 
Summary: Student reported that Northwest Entrance Location: E Lot Sunday, November 2 
an obscene picture was placed Summary: Small fire reported in Summary: Student climbing onto 
on a door in a residence !hall. trash can sitting outside exit bus through window. Referred • Harassment, 2nd Degree, Sub 
Report taken. doors. Fire out upon arrival of judicially. 1-2 
campus safety. Report taken. Location: L Lot 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree • Disorderly Conduct, No Summary: Student pushed 
Location: Towers access Road Degree, Sub 1-7 SASP member and refused to 
Summary: Subway vehicle was • Aggravated Harassment, 2nd Location: E Lot show identification to the officer. 
egged while on access road. Degree, Sub 1-2 Summary: Student arrested for Student arrested for harassment 
Location: Terrace 6 disorderly conduct. and resisting arrest. 
Wednesday, October 29 Summary: Complainant reported 
receiving two to three hang-up Saturday, November 1 
• Medical Assistance, Injury calls a day over a period of three • Graffiti, No Degree, Sub 1-2 
Related to four weeks. Report taken. • Larceny, No Degree Location: Emerson Hall 
Location: Hood Hall - Maid's Location: Rowland hall, Summary: Graffiti written on 
closet Southside glass display case in second floor 
Summary: Staff member acci- • Aggravated Harassment, 2nd Summary: Report of recycling lobby.· 
dentally splashed in the eyes Degree, Sub 1-2 bins tipped over and sign taken 
with disinfectant. Person trans- Location: Eastman Hall outside of residence hall. Officer 
ported to the Health Center. Summary: Student filed a com- checked area. No damage to • Motor Vehicle Accident, 
plaint against a person from recycling bins. Two signs taken. Property Damage Only 
• Larceny, No Degree whom she is receiving unwanted Location: Garden apartment 
Location: Gannett Center phone calls. Report taken. • Harassment, 2nd Degree, Sub road, rear entrance 
Summary: Contractor reported 1&2 Summary: Request from sheriffs 
having some tools stolen Fri~ay, October 31 Location: Tallcott hall, first floor department to assist with report 
overnight. Report taken. Summary: Report of a group of of a property damage motor vehi-
• V&T Violation 1 0 individuals arguing in hallway. cle accident at rear entrance. 
• Trespass, No Degree Location: Main Traffic Circle Caller states the argument could 
Location: Lyon Hall Summary: Vehicle stopped and become physical. Upon officer's 
Summary: Student reported driver was found to be impaired. arrival the group dispersed. • Larceny, No Degree 
being harassed by ex-boyfriend. Vehicle towed and student Location: Terrace 11 
Report taken. referred judicially. • Medical Assistance, Injury Summary: Attempted theft of a 
Related couch by unknown person. 
• Motor Vehicle Accident, • Medical Assistance, Injury Location: Garden Apartment Couch is currently blocking stairs. 
Property Damage Only Related Summary: Report of student with Couch returned to its rightful 
Location: Main Campus Road & Loc!atlon: Lyon Hall head injury sustained in a place. 
Route 968 Summary: Staff member having wrestling match. Student 
Summary: Report of a motor problems breathing. Bangs noti- checked. No further action. 
vehicle accident, property dam- tied. Subject transported to CMC. • Graffiti, No Degree, Sub 1-2 
age only at the main entrance. Report taken. • Stolen property, Criminal Location: Eastman Hall Lobby 
Report taken. Possession, 5th Degree Summary: Report of graffiti on 
• Aggravated Harassment, 2nd Location: Garden Aparbnent doors. 
Thursday, October 30 Degree, Sub 1-2 Summary: Residents of room to 
Location: Terrace 7 be charged for possession of 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
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Earn Extra Cash! 
Jobs Available in January! 
In our Convenient Syosset Location. 
We will have a number of full and part time temporary 
clerical jobs available in our Syosset location. Most 
assignments will last 4 weeks. Starting salary is $5.75 -
$7.75/hr., depending on assignment. No experience 
Is necessary. 
Men and women w_ho are at least 18 years of age, who 
want to work in pleasant surroundings, and could use a 
few extra dollars can come in and fill out an application. 
Call the personnel department for directions. 
PUBLISHERS 
CLEARING HOUSE 
6901 JERICHO TURNPIKE 
SYOSSET, NY 11791 
516-496-0249 
An ~qual opponumiy employer, M:F 
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Student investors walk away from crash 
By Marissa Tejada 
lth.tc,m St.t ff 
Crash. 
It i!> a word feared in hustling 
trading rooms all over the country 
and it recently hecame a reality in 
the glohal stock exchange. When 
East Asian stocks plummeted last 
week, it was one of the most dra~-
t1c drops in this century. 
And among the hordes of 
investors who instinctively 
gasped after the crash was a small 
group of Ithaca College students 
who had dared to gamble in the 
volatile market. 
According to Assistant 
Professor of Finance Abraham 
Mulugetta, financial markets are 
highly integrated in the global 
economy. 
"I wonder what kind of strate-
gy the students will take," he said. 
Mulugetta runs the Investment 
Challenge. It is a program in the 
Business School for anyone on 
the Ithaca College campus to par-
ticipate in. Currently there are 82 
students involved. According to 
Mulugetta, it is the brainchild of 
the trading room where work-
shops are given on how to invest. 
A participant is given $100,000 in 
fake money to invest. 
Located on the first floor of 
Smiddy Hall, the trading room 
with its rows of computers is run 
entire for and by Ithaca College 
students. 
Josh Gelerman '98, a t"inance 
major, participates in the 
Investment Challenge. He said he 
find~ that technology stocks give 
him good returns, which is money 
made from the origin,,! invest-
ment. 
According to Gclcrman, tech-
nology stock has hecn the biggest 
market gainer and was definitely 
affected by the crash in Hong 
Kong, hut is starting to bounce 
back. "I like to gamble. It i~ a 
way to make a lot of money." 
A new challenge comes when 
real money is exchanged between 
broker and a buyer. 
"I pulled out my stocks at the 
right time," said Damon Hagan 
'99, a television radio major, who 
invests in retail such as the Home 
Depot. "So the crash didn't really 
affect me." 
Mike Shaman '99, a finance 
major, invests in technology and 
oil stocks. 
According to Shaman, they 
can yield a high return and the 
buyer has a lot of say in what the 
company does, such as yearly 
voting for the board members. 
~·It is definitely more risky, and 
fees are expensive," said Shaman. 
According to Ryan Kahn '00, 
an International Business major 
who invests in common stock in 
Cirrex, the key to being success-
ful is researching your company 
The Ithacan/Laura Siegel 
Dan Gordon '99, checks the status of his stocks at the 
Investment Challenge center on the first floor of Smiddy Hall. 
and the competilOrs in the market. 
"If it is done right, you make 
money." 
"I invest in Ben and Jerry's 
because my research found that 
they are a really politically cor-
rect company," said Matt 
Michaud '00, a cinema and pho-
tography major. 
Michaud admires the environ-
mental and employee standard of 
the ice cream company. 
According to Assistant 
Professor of Finance Alka 
Bromkadhar, financial planning 
now for college students is impor-
tant. 
''The individual must save for 
his goals, like buymg a first home 
and financing retirement. 
Students also place a lot of value 
on what may happen to Social 
Security as we know it." 
Economics major Ke Dao '98, 
a participant of the Investment 
Challenge and an investor of 
technology stocks, finds investing 
important because of the opportu-
nity to gain in the future. 
"It is also important to know 
about government policies and 
what is going on in the global 
market because that effects your 
investments." 
To invest or not to invest? 
It is a question that may come 
to· 1111nd hut can look 111t11111dat111g 
\lllCC then: arc ,o many lactor, 
involved: from what type or ,tod 
to mve~t in and how 111tcrnat1onal 
pol1cie!> arc workmg. 
Some ,tudcnts hkc Account mg 
maim Jacquelyn Ketler "<J<J arc 
\till un,Lirc ahout re.ii world trad-
ing. 
Ketler !>,lid the trading room 
enhances business skills and will 
eventually play the real markcl 
"I need to understand more to 
make good dcci!'.1ons and the trad-
ing room doc:-. make me th111~ 
more," she said. 
Bill Tierney '00, a Finance 
major, admits he doesn't know 
enough at the moment to make 
educated choices, but may start 
soon. 
"I want to make money and 
get a foreshadowing of my 
career," he said. 
There are many words of 
advice that Ithaca College 
investors can give to rookies. 
A good investor can keep emo-
tions separate from decisions, 
research where his money is 
going and be patient with the 
willingness to research, Dovi 
said. 
Hagan suggests not to Jump 
into investing. 
"Look into mutual funds. They 
have experts that let you know 
where your money 1s going and 
then go on from there," he said. 
Read all 
~ Parents' Weekend Schedule ~ 
Fri. 6 p.m. Reform, Conservative & Traditional Shabbat 
Services 
about it. 
The Ithacan • 1s your 
weekly source for 
information about the 
Ithaca College Community. 
TheITHACAN 
"The newspaper for the Ithaca Colle1:e Community" 
7 p.m. Delicious Shabbat Dinner at Kosher Dining on 
Terrace Dining Balcony 
Sat. Shabbat Services, 10:30 a.m.-Noon in Muller Chapel 
Sun. Brunch in Terrace Dining -- Great Food, Great 
Entertainment -- Come with or without your folks! 
---------------------------Come To "Israel Week" Events 
-- Sponsored by Friends of Israel & Hillel --
Sun. 11/9 Holocaust Perf orµiance Piece followed by 
Israeli Dancing & Music, 8-10:30 p.m., 
Campus Center Pub 
Tues. 11/11 Israeli Food Night, 7:30 p.m., 
Emerson Hall Lounge 
Wed. 11/12 "After So Much Pain, How Can Jews & 
Arabs Share the Land & Leave Each Other in 
Peace?" 
with 
Professor Asma Barias, Ithaca College 
Professor Meir Litrak, Tel Aviv and Cornell 
Universities 
Thurs. 11/13 Filna: "Saint Clara". 7:30 p.m .. 
Textor IO I 
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OPINION 
PAGE 10 
Cooperation is key 
to reducing crime 
Since the beginning of the semester, the Ithacan has covered 
several incidents of violent crimes on campus. In response to 
these crimes, several people from the College community have 
questioned what is going on. 
The most frequently asked question is, "What is campus safe-
ty doing?" 
Many people have said that they don't feel they should have 
to walk around campus in fear and they shouldn't have to rely on 
blue light phones to remain safe. 
To some extent, these concerns are valid. We should expect 
campus sat ety officers and Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol to 
make this campus a safer plac~ither by patrolling the area on 
foot and watching out for potential problems or by working quick-
ly and efficiently to solve campus crimes. 
However, there is no evidence suggesting SASP and campus 
safety are not doing their jobs. If campus safety investigators 
don't have any evidence, any witnesses or, even -worse, anyone 
willing to report such incidents, they are limited as to what they 
can do. Many times descriptions of alleged perpetrators are very 
vague descriptions. 
In fact, in an alleged sexual assault in late September, the 
suspect was described-as a male wearing blue jeans and a long-
sleeved shirt. There was no description of his hair or eye color, 
height, weight, unusual characteristics or even a firmer descrip-
tion of what he was wearing. 
How many men at Ithaca College wear jeans and a long-
sleeved shirt nearly every day? 
lnst1::ad of blaming others-whether it be campus safety or the 
victim-we should take a more aggressive approach. 
What are we doing as individuals to make this campus a safer 
place? 
We should be reporting suspicious incidents to campus safe-
- I ty. We should help campus safety officers investfgate crimes by 
answering their questions, volunteering information about specif-
ic incidents or by getting a complete description of suspects when 
something happens. · 
But the incidents on campus aren't very common compared to 
other colleges and universities. Furthermore, crime rates on cam-
pus have not changed significantly from past years at the 
College. 
We should focus on preventing such incidents. We should 
make sure doors aren't propped open. If they are unlocked, we 
should report it _to campus safety or a resident assistant. Don't 
walk alone at night, especially in secluded areas. 
We should never blame the victim. But, we should always 
keep our own safety in mind. Certain behaviors increase our 
potential for harm. Why should we put ourselves into any more 
danger than necessary? 
By being aware of our environment and taking certain pre-
cautions, we can seriously reduce the potential for danger. 
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Name change handled poorly 
I am writing this- letter in 
response lo the recent renaming 
of the Corporate Communication 
department. Starting next year, 
Corporate Communication 
majors will officially be 
"Organizational Communication 
and Learning Systems" majors. 
Last spring, the name change was 
foreshadowed by a survey com-
pleted at the end of second semes-
ter. This survey asked for opin-
ions on a name change and any 
ideas we had for the new title. 
After almost six months of 
silence on the issue, last week we 
were informed of the official 
change. 
I am not writing in opposi-
llon to the new name; it is impos-
sible to plea~c everyone. I am 
writing in protest of the manner in 
which the change was handled. 
As a"fonncr" Corp Comm major, 
I have taken numerous classes 
which focus on internal commu-
nication. This indudes the impor-
tance of feedback and communi-
cation processes which should he 
employed in order to maintain a 
positive organilational atmos-
phere. A department that often 
stresses the importance of open 
lines of communication and 
maintaining an informed corpo-
A department that often stresses the importance 
of open lines of communication and maintaining 
an informed corporate environment has 
contradicted the lessons they have instilled in us. 
rate environment has contradict-
ed the lessons they have instilled 
in us. 
The survey conducted by the 
Communication department last 
spring was a wonderful way to 
involve the students. Sadly, it 
ended there. We never saw results 
or feedback from this survey. The 
method of research used was 
effective; among those surveyed 
were "current students, alumni, 
faculty, and recruiters from orga-
nizations who hire our gradu-
ates." 
The letter sent out on 
October 28th by the department 
justifies and explains the process 
and the change. The process, as 
described in the letter, appears 
thorough. There is only one glar-
ing discrepancy; those who the 
change most effects were not 
involved in the process. 
This informative letter, so 
full of facts and details relevant 
to the change, should have been 
sent to the students long ago. A 
group put together to represent 
the students in this process would 
have been effective. A student 
symposium, where input could be 
shared, would have improved the 
situation. So many other options 
for student involvement exist. 
Instead of ~xploring ways of 
informing and involving students. .. 1 
we were overlooked. If this letter 
sounds like a critique of the name 
change process, that is because it 
is. It is the voice of the Corp 
Comm ... excuse me ... "OCLS" 
major at work. It is to my dismay, 
however, that I can so heavily 
criticize those who have educated 
me. 
Rachel Byham '99 
OCLS 
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Ticket raises questions 
I am writing this letter on 
hchalf of those of you who have 
suffered the same fate as I. Hav(' 
you ever headed out to the park-
ing lot after a long and grueling 
day of classes to find that the traf-
fic czars have left a ticket on your 
car for ~ome obscure offense? 
Well if so, read on ... you might 
find this amusing. 
As someone wh~ lives off 
campus, I have a difficult time 
finding parking and I was becom-
ing desperate one day as I saw no 
available spaces. Then I came 
upon the red "S" STUDENT lot · 
to the left of the tennis courts 
down near Emerson Hall and saw 
a space that was quite conducive -
for a parallel park. You may · 
know the spot I am talking about. 
It is a spot that I have seen 
numerous cars parked in many 
times. A spot out of the way and 
against the curb in which most 
four-door cars could parallel-park 
in without a problem. I was a bit 
skeptical when I came upon the 
spot and decided to check to be 
sure that it was indeed a parking 
spot. There were NO posted signs 
indicating..that ll was a no parking 
zone, NO markings on the pave-
ment, and NO curb painted yel-
low to notify a potential occupant 
that you can't park there. Feeling 
quite confident that this was 
indeed a space, I parallel parked 
and went about my business for 
the rest of the day. When I 
approached my car at the end of 
the day, I noticed that little, 
annoying, yellow ~lip of paper 
stuck to my windshield. I thought 
to myself, "a ticket for parking in 
a STUDENT lot?! A tick('t for 
parking in a spot that in no way, 
shape, or form says, "NO PARK-
ING?!" The offense: parking in a 
no parking zone! Hmmm .. you 
show me WHERE it says ANY-
WHERE in that lot that that is a 
no parking zone and I will hop 
off of my soapbox right now. 
So I appealed the ticket to 
the Ithaca College Traffic Bureau 
(which should be renamed the 
IRS with the ludicrous amounts 
of money they collect) and you 
will never guess what hap-
pened ... it was DENIED. No hrg 
surpriM! there. So here is my sug-
gestion to the fine e~tablishment 
lhat calls them~elves 1he Ithaca 
College Traffic Bureau: why 
don't you use the money thal you 
have milked from myself and the 
hundreds of other students on this 
campus and use it to PROPERLY 
label your parking lots so this 
doesn't happen anymore? If you 
don't want u~ parking there ... .lct 
w, know! ! It docsn · I take 
Ein~tcin lo figure that one out. I 
wish I could say there was a hap-
pier ending to this story ... .l did 
indeed have to pay the $30 ... but I 
didn't do it the conventional way. 
The Ithaca College Traffic 
· Bureau received 60 rolls of pen-
nies and the look on their faces 
was priceless. 
Adam J. Matthews 
TV/R '98 
Student off ended ·by pamphlet 
I am a former Physical 
Therapy major at IC, currently 
studying education and market-
ing and aspiring to work in 
Human Resources in the near 
future. I am a very· serious,· 
active, dedicated student and cre-1 
alive woman at IC, (with no arro-
gance intended) and genuinely 
have a strong intrinsic motiva-
tioR to learn and ~ply principles 
outside the academic realm to all ; 
spheres in original ways. Very 
recently, while I've been over-
whelmingly struggling with 
numerous personal crises, my 
father told me that there is a very 
solely conspicuous photograph 
of me in the IC Annual Fund 
Bulletin "5,800 Good Reasons to 
give to Ithaca College," that sur-
prisingly has already been dis-
tributed to numerous parents and 
alumni requesting donations. 
Among my various activities and 
personal hobbies, I serve as a 
select member of IC's 
Presidential Host Committee and 
regularly volunteer in various 
Admissions activities and gave 
photographic consent earlier last 
year only to promote the College 
as an educational institution. I 
never gave consent, nor was 
aware that I was anonymously 
and superficially represented in 
alluring college propaganda to 
cajole contributions to "unre-
stricted funds." I am expressing 
my reaction to this provoking 
advertising, which I do NOT sup-
port for two personally signifi-
cant reasons. 
First, I must say that I am 
offended and feel exploited for 
being reduced to a visual "poster-
model" for this institution. That 
itself is displeasing, but in 
essence, is substantially under-
mining. Despite any visual image 
that may possibly be ambiguous, 
one must unbiasedly, discover 
what lies beyond the surface to 
discern a more meaningful and 
realistic vision. Although I per-
sonally appreciate, and don't dis-
miss, aesthetically pleasing 
pleasing elements to look at, 
(especially in Monet's paint-
ings!,) I firmly believe that the 
context of the presentation is a 
critical element. As an intellectu-
al and being the "architect of 
your own education," not as a 
"campus celebrity" (Alumni 
Hall), I actively protest that the 
photograph in the Annual fund 
pamphlet does NOT represent me 
as a person. I feel that I am being 
exploited. 
Secondly, I hope to bring a 
more serious concern to your 
attention that I believe is para-
mount to any Annual Fund for 
"serious deferred maintenance 
problems" in education. With 
tremendous regard to my unique 
parents for their priceless value 
and role in my life, and them also 
being my most revered teachers, I 
attribute to the role of parents and 
alumni much greater responsibili-
ty than offering funding for edu-
cation. Maybe role is even more 
important than your generous 
contributions to the College 
Fund. Influential contributions to 
your son's and daughter's devel-
opment are also educationally 
valuable. No amount of money, or 
other commodity can BUY an 
education. Funding may show 
greater resources and sometimes 
be needed and beneficial to pay 
for costs. However, I believe that 
"education" itself is priceless and 
that it roots from parental values 
that are indespensible. Promoting 
ethical values, culture and man-
ners have a much more substan-
tial valuable influence on educa-
tion and growth than your wal-
lets. I urge everyone, especially 
parents and alumni, to actively 
continue guiding us and challeng-
ing us with your priceless experi-
ences convictions and wisdom 
that cannot be taught in books. 
Pleac;e do get involved and offer 
your concerns. Thank you for lis-
tening. 
Amy Jain '99 
Education, marketing 
Recycle this :Ithacan 
Th~ITHACAN 
"The New.\'papa for tht• Ithaca Co/!t•gt' Co1111111111i11· •· 
Do yo1.-think_the pro~d 
observatory is a good thing? 
"No, because I don't see a 
need for 1t." 
Shelly Wenrich 
Television/Radio '01 
·No, I don't think it is an that 
important and it will probably 
just raise our tuition." 
Jim Cavallini 
Exploratory '00 
"The environmental losses 
out weigh the gains. Maybe 
we should consider visiting 
Cornell's facility rather than 
wasting money on a seldomly 
used facility of our own." 
Becky Gibel 
Musical Theater '01 
"I don't feel like this addition 
will merit the amount of 
money to be spent on it" 
Becka 
Vourvoulas 
Theater '01 
Photos by Teddy Mankin 
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A.ssisra.nr 
professor 
E-lisa.berh 
Nona.s (riCJhr) 
remembers 
her friend, 
wrirer Pa.ul 
01onerre 
(lefr) 
By James Sigman 
Accent Editor 
u 
"I still shiver with a kind of astoni~hcd delight 
when a gay brother or sister tell, of that narrow 
c!-.capc from the coffin world of the clo!-.cl. 'Yes, ye!-,, 
yes." goc~ a voice m my head, IL was JW,t like that for 
me. When we laugh together then and dance 111 the 
giddy circle of freedom, we arc children for real at 
last, hccaU!->C we have finally grown up And every 
time we dance, our cncmic!-> wnihc like the Wilch 111 
01., melting, mcltmg-thc Na1i Pope, and all their 
brocaded minion~. the rat-brain polll1c1an~. the 
wacko fundamentalists and their Book of Lie, .. 
These words were written by Paul Monette. an 
AIDS activi~t and writer. in h1!-. hook. "Becoming A 
Man: Half a Life Story," the winner of the 1992 
National Book Award. The book is one of 16 
Monette wrote, including poetry, essays and novels. 
r e s 
experience," Nona!-. !-.aid_ "It wa!-.11·1 1u,1 Roger-
there were friend~ dyrng all around h1111 
"On one level IL wa~ an AIDS document ,llld Im tht.: 
other it wa!-. a trcmendou!-. love !-.lory whrch I lhmk ,l 
lot of pcopk could relate 10--hc111g ..,.1 1n )P\'L' \\ 11h 
~omehody thal you're gorng lo lo,c .. 
Monette\ hc,t-rcc..:rved \\llfk w.i, "lku>rnrng .-\ 
M,in: Half a Lite S1ory ... an ,1ccoun1 ol hr, h.111lc \\ 11'1 
AIDS Many hclr<.:\C 1111, wa;, \1rn1c11L'\ dclrnrn:• 
\\ork. and !he hrl',tdtli ol the hook rn.11k \/,111.i, ,l lrl 
tic unca,y 
"I remember wh..:n he lin1!-.h<.:d ·Bcw1rnng ,\ !\1.1n_ 
it \Cared me hccau!-.e I !hough! hc'J tltc. and..,., did 
he," Nona~ ;.,ud She added th.it Meinel IL' ;ti\,·':, 
feared the next boPk he wrot..: \\ciuld he hr, l.1,t ,11HI 
that he wouldn't be ahl..: to go on 1hc ,11h,t·qut·111 
book IPur, 
Non.1, ,ard \1ont'IIL' ·, 
devotion 10 \\ r1llng wa, 
,omethmg that helped lic1 
own work. 
"He wa» a \ cry hrg n1spr-
ration to me." Nona, ,ard 
"When he fmallv did ha\L' 
full-blown AIDS. he \...cpl 
working." 
The Ithacan/Elizabeth Press 
Two year.., helorc hi, 
death in 1995. Monette 
began collahoratrng \\ rth 
director and !-.crcenwnlcr 
Monte Bramer and producer 
Lesh Klamherg on a docu-
mentary about Im lite. ThL' 
maker!-. ol th..: documenlary 
planned to focu;. nn 
Monette 's early struggle 
with declarmg hi~ h01110,ex-
uality, his acceptance of hi\ 
homosexuality and his battle 
with AIDS. 
"Paul Monette: The 
Monette is also the subject of a 1996 documentary 
titled "Paul Monette: The Brink of Summer's End," 
which will have its Ithaca premiere on Friday, Nov. 
7, at Cornell University's Willard Straight Hall. 
Elisabeth Nonas, an assistant professor in the 
Cinema and Photography Department, will introduce 
the film. Nonas was a friend of Monettc's and 
appears briefly in the film, although she said most of 
her contributions ended up on the cutting room floor. 
Nonas first met Monette in a Writers Group in Los 
Angeles. She moderated a gay and lesbian literary 
salon at UCLA where one of the final·events was an 
interview she cC'inducted with Monette. For the inter-
view, Nonas said she had to read most of his pub-
lished works, which she said weren't impressive. 
"He was really intelligent and [his work) was well-
written and well-crafted, but they didn't have a 
tremendous amount of substance," Nonas said. 
"AIDS gave him that substance in that it gave him 
something to apply his talent to." 
Monette, who was HIV-positive when Nonas first 
met him, is best known for his AIDS-influenced 
writing. He published "Love Alone: 18 Elegies for 
Rog," a series of poems he wrote after losing his 
partner Roger Horwitz to AIDS. 
Nonas said Monette truly started to hit his literary 
stride with the poetry in this book. 
"The poems arc tremendously powerful and very 
accessible," Nonas said. "They're amazingly articu-
late considering they were written in the middle of 
his grief." 
The mainstream literary world started to take 
notice of Monette with the publication of "Borrowed 
Time: An AIDS Memoir." Nona~ said this book wa!-. 
the first published AIDS memoir, making it a crucial 
part of raising AIDS awareness. It also dealt with the 
loss of Horwit1., but went beyond discussing him. as 
well. 
Brink of Summer's End," narrated hy Linda Hunt. 
uses over 30 hours of footage to document Monette·, 
life. The 90-minute movie was released in 1996. 
after Monette's death, and received the Audience 
Award for documentary at this year's Sundance film 
Festival. 
Nonas said she thinks the documentary i!-. an accu-
rate depiction of Monette 's life. 
"It's a really good portrait bccau"c It\ sort of a 
warts-and-all portrait," Nonas said. She added that 
the film doesn't simply portray Monette a!-. a hnll,ant 
man without any flaws. For in~tance. !-.he ;.,ud the 
film accurately !->hows the hypnchondnac ~.1dc ot 
Monette. 
She abo noted that the movie capture!-. Monette·.., 
willingness to battle AIDS. 
"He had the drive, dctcm1ination and licrci: will to 
go on as long as he could," Nonas said. 
Though Nonas said she is impressed by the way the 
film turned out, she said she wishes Monette was still 
alive to talk about it and how he coped with AIDS 
"I really miss him," Nonas said. "There is probably 
nothing he would like more than to talk about the 
movie or just to talk to students." 
Nonas said Mor.ette once mentioned how he wanl-
cd to be remem-
bered. He said he 
wanted to he 
respected 
more than 
books. 
for 
his 
"At one point, 
he said, 'I'd 
rather be remem-
bered for loving 
well than wnting 
well,"' Nonas 
!->,lid. "I think he 
Movie Time 
Elisabeth Nanas will give 
the introduction to "Paul 
Monette: The Brink of 
Summer's Encr at Cornell 
University's Willard Straight 
Hall Theatre as part of 
Cornell Cinema. The 
screening will be held at 7 
p.m. and admission is 
$4.50. 
"It was one of the first chronicle,, of that whole did both." 
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Accent 
On ... 
Cast offers fractured fairy tales 
t 
• 
Suzie Carrier 
Outdoor Recreation 
'99 
• Accomplishment I am 
most proud of: Surviving a 
month in the mountains 1n 
Alaska 
• What I would be doing if I 
wasn't working here: Hiding 
in the woods 
• Secret Vice: The wilder-
ness 
• What I'd like to get 
around to doing: Climbing 
Mt. Everest 
• Person I'd most like to 
have dinner with: Edward 
Abbey 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Jodie Foster 
• What TV show I wouldn't 
miss: The S1mpsons 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about Ithaca: College stu-
dents 
• People might be sur-
prised to know that I: was 
charged by a grizzly bear 
By Abby Bertumen 
lthac.in St.iff 
Upon entering the trippy world 
of Ithaca College's production of 
"Into the Womb," oh~crvcr~ 
1111gh1 think they arc not really in 
the Hoerner Theatre hut rather 
a~lccp in their hcd\ and dreaming 
of all the po~~lhihliC\ a -lWISlCd 
fairy talc could offer. There's 
Lillie Red Riding Hood looking 
like a cage-dancer from "Laugh-
In," Cmdcrclla'\ ~tq1~ister~ hap-
pily toking up a~ they get ready 
for the hall. the Wolf dad in a 
hondagc outfit and Cinderella's 
prmcc riding a ~oupcd-up Harley. 
However, this 1~ not a dream 
hut a real and modern-day vcr~10n 
of "Into the Woods"-a ~tory in 
which fairy talcs clash and the 
concept of "happily ever after" is 
~cuffed at. b~uc~ in society arc 
deah with in a more honest man-
ner than hcfore in director Greg 
Bostwick\ version of this play. 
Scenic designer Erhard Rom 
perfectly executes the "woods" of 
today's society through a stage set 
with many rooms from which the 
characters enter and exit, an accu-
rate metaphor for the decisions 
people face in their lives. 
Costume designer Greg Rob-
bins also adds to the modern-day 
effect through his eclectic choice 
of fashion: retro with contempo-
rary and punk with preppy. 
_ The cast works together bril-
liantly. The melange of styles and 
voices mesh completely in com-
pany scenes. The vocals are 
Courtesy of Rachel Hogancamp 
The Baker (Patrick Bodd '98) and the Baker's Wife (Er1n Maguire 
'99) are Just two of the characters featul'9d In "Into The Woods." 
strong and clear, and choreogra-
pher Mary Corsaro does an excel-
lent job in staging the company, 
which includes the cast doing the 
"Macarena" to the play's theme 
song. This dance scene is yet 
another indication of the perfect 
marriage of fairy-tale land and the 
modem-day world. 
Erin M. Esposito '99 offers a 
hilarious portrayal of the Witch as 
she performs her very own 
impromptu "rap" in the opening 
scenes, but also later displays her 
vocal range and talent as she 
sings "Last Midnight" at the end 
of the show. Rebecca Schaberg 
'99, who plays Rapunlcl. also 
gives an astounding vocal perfor-
mance in the play. 
Colby Poytik '98 perform~ 
provocatively as the leather-clad 
wolf. He ~teams up the stage with 
his slinky moves and velvet-
tongued vocab. 
One l11ghlight of the show wa~ 
the performance of "Agony" hy 
the two princes, played hy Kevin 
Venardos '98 and Braden Mile~ 
'99. Vcnan.los and Miles take the 
clean-cul "Prince Charming" 
image of fairy talcs and twist 
themsclve~ into corny, self-
involved womanizers. Their por-
trayal makes for not only a dose 
of reality, hut also a hilarious out-
come. The audience could not 
help laughing as the pair delivers 
such lines as "Your son's dead, 
there's nolhmg you can do ahout 
it now," with huge smile~ on their 
faces. 
Another standout performance 
is the part of the cow Milky 
White, played by Brian W. Turner 
'00. Though this role has no 
vocals, it demands a vast amount 
of physical acting and improvisa-
tion that Turner executes 
superbly. Turner's perfonnance is 
no doubt genuine and thoroughly 
funny. 
Ithaca College's production of 
"Into the Woods" is definitely a 
unique a.nd energetic play in 
which both cast and crew give 
their all to ponray the other side 
.of a fairy tale, 1997 style-am.i 
they succeed. But brace yourself, 
Ithaca College, this is not your 
father's "Into the Woods." 
Tell 5,000 
people what's o~ 
your mind. 
~ nae~ Hal's Freshen's ~en g_ J ! . Yogart & a 
Del I Ca• Candy j 1 Bar tessen Shop err~ s 
Write a letter to the 
editor and share your 
views with the whole 
campus. Letters are 
due at 5 p.m. on the 
Monday before 
publication. 
For more information, 
stop by our office at 
269 Park Hall or call 
us at 274-3208 
ThcITHACAN 
""Tire newspaper for tire ltlraca ColleKe Com1111111ity" 
~~ Know What to--+-: ..........--~ -----ti 
~~-~~ You've Won i~~ 
,, n 
~lcllC~1~ ~ete1) Centini's. Col I ege-
town 
lla!ic~ ~~, (OOl~t~ Ba;els 
~mi'Jri~t ~~tatmt ~estauraat • 
Senior Cards Are Sti 11 On Sale 
Hurry To The Student Activities Center And Get Yours Today 
Tu lle~/4t.r 
e+ Ql(d qr1ff 
S~: 
7M#U-
e-wi 'Dil, ,.id, '8dut 'Ptu (:iiµ 
13.75 
~ .. 
tj'tilkd '?ikt oj SaL,,,,o«, 
,.id, "' ~ (j~ ~ t/'4¥ 
l3.9S 
1'a.d44: 
e~1't~ 
e,w;uap~i 'Pue.."'"'- (j-utwt 
1/e9eullu. A~idole -:itu..u. (j,v,!,ie. 
19.95 
'8-udO~P~: 
1K-"""'-
"'"'s~. ;z:,t-:, 7""'4.U. 'Bud. 
7Ko,1.....dt4, "'-'-e~ MU# 
I 11.25 257-4144 1 _____ _ 
7de 61!:t. 13 ?t. 
~~ta 
7~eut. 
tjo. 2 Hdtu ta 
e~ etJIUtUU. 
£as£rs 
Par£nts W££k£nd 1997 
• T 
dinner 
Ive jazz at happy 1w 
ard af1w dnwi 
1rrdt,-!r. ~111111 u11il 10 pm. I 
rtll'fridul 
simple, elegant 
gourmet food 
with a menu that 
changes every 
two weeks' 
goodpnces1 
277-1490 
OPlln 4pm 
nj 1111' rrdtes hrl for • 
Wffl, 001111!, mcr1irn. 
• 
UNCOMMON DINING ON 
THE COMMONS 
Try some entrees from our menu ... 
Baked Trout 
with an hert>c<l pasta ~luffing ~crvcd with the vc)!ctablc de Jot,r 
Mussels Dlablo 
musst:l, 111 wbllc w1rio. tomato and olive ,.mLc over lemon pcppcr l1ngu1nc 
.Balvenie Shrimp 
,hnmp marinatc<l wnh toa.~tc<l oats m R,1lvcn11· IO yt:ar-dd Sin!!k l\1Jl1 S,ot.:h 
Tundoori Spiced Game Hen 
irvc<l with saffron m:c an<l mango chutn.:y 
Braised Lamb Shank 
in an hcrbcd ju~ ,crvc<l over lt:al & m.1,1c<l g.1Ihl' ma~hc<l po1.,1ucs 
Plus Daily Vegetarian Specials 
complimented by a11 endless choice <d" desserts 
277-Bake Breakfast, Lunch & Cocktail:; 
Live Jazz Friday and Saturday 
H~P~ 
C4,e~~ 
-
£STABLISHFD 1980 ' 
FOOD AND DRINK 
311 
THE COLL6G6 AVE. 
ii~ ITHACA N.Y. 
~ 607-Z72-1888 
.... 
.... ~ OPSN DAILY 'r.. 11:30 AM 'ffl,[, I AM. 
WJ. EXC6Pl' SUNDAY 
3:30PM. '11LL I AM. 
All-You-Can-Eat 
Chinese B·uffet 
Brunch 
Sat. & Sun. 
$5.69 
Children under 12 - $3.29 
Lunch 
Mon. - Fri. 
$4.99 
Children under 12 - $2.99 
.Dinner 
Every Night 
$6.99 
Cluldren under 12 - $3.99 .. ., ): 
' Open Sunday-Thursday: 11:30 a.m. -9:30 p.m. ~ 
Friday-Saturday: 11:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m. 27 3 9 ~.(., For Reservations or Take-Out Orders call: 7 - 3 9 i"" :.: 
f 
~-llZ MAIN MOON BUFFET 
IITII [ii) CHINESE RESTAURANT 
at the Buttermilk Falls Plaza, 401 Elmira Rd., Ithaca 
• .- ,. /a I/ • ( ,, -.• ,, • ...,.._ ~ .,, .._ ~ - ,.s:,,,,J,._ ,• • ,..,,_ .... 
.. ~ ',,µ 
•MOOSEWOOD• 
DeWitt Mall ·Z73·9610 
• soup & salad 
• fresh fish on weekends 
• ethnic night on Sunday 
DINNER 7 DA ¥S 
LUNCH 11:10.1 
NO LUNCH SUNDAYS 
• international, 
*Prime Rib • Lobster • Steamed Clams 
• Burge?$ • Seafood • Soup • Salad 
INDOOR OR OUTDOOR DINING 
OPEN 7 P.M. - 1 A.M. 
WOK VILLAGE 
Chinese & Vietnamese½-
Restaurant , ~ 
Dine In Take Out, Delivery CJil 
Open Everyday ~lit J 
Sun. to Thurs. 11 :30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11 :30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
Ask about our new Combination Platters 
BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 8 P.M. - 3 P.M. ~ over 78 items to choose from! ! 
23 Cinema Drive 
Behind Triphammer Mall 
" IF YOU WANT IT - WE 'VE GOT IT!" 
319TAUGHANNOCK BLVD., ITHACA NY 
329 East State Street 
GO BOMBERS! 
OPEN 'TIL 3:00 A.M. ON THURSDAY, 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
MMMMM.MM ....... 2o~ r;:~! ! ! ! ! ! 
ALL ZONES $4.75 
~-Tu:h:-rs~.;~~----Tu~~-,-";$1;00, 
I Cokes I I Snapples I I I I I I Save $2.25 I 
I With The Purch~ of I With The Punhasc nf I Wnh The PurchJ...'-C llf I Wuh The Pun..h2.\C of 1 2 Cal1uncs 2 Cal,oncs 2 Cal/Ones ::! C'al1oncs 
I 1 coupon per 2 calzones I 1 coupon per 2 calzones. I 1 coupon per 2 calzones.l 1 coupon per 2 calzoncs I 
L exp. 10/30/97 L exp IOl30/97 ...L exp. lOl30l97 .l exp. 10/30/97 .J 
------ ----- ----- ------
273-2288 257-8883 
••• ,r 
The Triphammer Mall 
Lunch: M-F 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Sat. 11:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Dinner: M-Thu 4 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
Fri. - Sat. 4 p.m. 11 p.m. 
Now Accepting Reservations 
257-5542 
r What'~ Up? 
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 7 
Noon-9 p.m. REGISTRATION Phillips: Hall. Stu~ents: may pick up 
regis:tration materials: for their parents:. 
6 p.m.-7 p.m. HILLEL Sl-lABBAT SERVICE 
1 p.m. SHABBAT DINN£R. Terrace Dining Hall balcony ($9 per person at 
the door; students: on the meal plan should use their ID cards). 
7 p.m. CORTACA JUG PEP RALLY AND BONFIR£ Sponsored by the 
Student Alumni As:sociation. Join coaches:. football players, and other 
IC students: as: they get ps:yched up for the Cortland vs:. Ithaca football 
game, the "biggest little rivalry in small-college football." Entertainment by 
the Ithaca College Pep Band and the dance team. 
IS p.m. *THEATER Ithaca College Theatre presents: Into the Woods, the 
Tony award-winning mus:ical by Stephen Sondheim and James: Lapine. The 
play turns some very familiar fairy tales: such as "Cinderella.· "Little Red 
Riding Hood." "The Baker's: Wife," "Jack and the Beanstalk." and "Rapunzel" 
on their heads as: the characters: confront the complexities and ambigu-
ities of pursuing their hearts:' content. Into the Woods shows how happy 
endings are sometimes: not s:o eas:y t::> reach. (Please note that this 
production is: intended for mature audiences:. Parental discretion is 
strongly advised in bringing young children to the performance.) 
8':lS p.m. *CONCERT The Ithaca College Concert Band and Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble. 
SflTORDflY. NOVEMBER 8 
8':30 a.rn-10 a.m. *BREAKFAST WITH PRESIDENT WILLIAMS 
President Peggy R WiJJiams: is your host for breakfas:t. Enjoy this: 
opportunity to meet and ask questions of her and other members: of the 
administration. (Students: on the meal plan should us:e their ID cards:.) 
9 a.m.-10:30 am VARSITV FOOTBALL PAR6NTS BR6Al<FAST 
RSCSPflON 
10 a.m.-11:30 a.m. DEMONSTRATIONS AND OP£N HOUSES Presented by 
each school and featuring faculti;J, staff, and students: from many of our 
academic departments:. Details: in regis:tration packets-.--
10 a.m.-1 p.m. OFFICE: OF CAREER PLANNING AN.D PLACEMENT OPEN 
HOUSE Meet the staff and become familiar with the resources available. 
10:30-11:30 a.m. INT£RNATIONAL OPPORTUNl'l'IES SLIDE 
PRESENTATION An introduction to Ithaca College's: s:ponsored programs 
abroad in London. Madrid. and Singapore. 
10:30 a.m.-Noon HILLEL SHABBAT SERVICE 
11 a.m.-11:30 a.m. COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM IN LOS ANGELES 
An introduction to this internship-based program. 
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. PARENTS WEEK£ND LUNCHEON Join Ithaca faculty and 
adminis:trators for lunch, featuring the music of the Ithaca College 
Marimba Band (Students: on the meal plan should use their ID cards.) 
1:2:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m. DEPARTMENT OF 'rnEATRE ARTS RECEPTION 
A gathering for theater arts majors: and their parents:. 
1:2:30 p.m. *V ARSITV FOOTBALL GAME The Bombers take on Cortland 
State. 
1 p.m. MEN'S SOCC£R vs:. Kean College 
2 p.m. *TIIEATER Into the Woods. 
:2 p.m. VOICES UNLIMITED A fast-paced musical extravaganza presented 
by a student organization dedicated to addressing human needs and 
concerns. 
8' p.m. KUUMBA REPERTORY THEATRE A performance showcasing 
multicultural experiences and talents. 
8'p.m. "nlEATER Into the Woods. 
8' p.m. VOICES UNLIMITED 
8':lS p.Jn. *CONCERT The Ithaca College Symphonic Band and Jazz 
Workshop. 
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 9 
9 a.rn PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE: 
8':30 a.rn-10 a.m. PARENTS FUND COMMITI'EE MEETING AND ~REAK-
FAST Any parents interested in joining the Parents: Fund Committee are 
welcome to call Jennifer Lockley in the Office of the Annual Fund at 
607-:274-IISS. 
IO arn-1 p.rn "HILLEL BAGEL BRUNCH Hosted by Jewish chaplain 
Michael Faber and members of the College Jewish community. (Students: 
on the meal plan should use their ID cards.) 
10 a.m.-1:30 p.rn *BRUNCH Campus Dining Halls (students on the meal 
plan should use their ID cards). 
10 a.m. CATHOLIC MASS 
11 a.m. PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE: 
1 p.m. CATIIOLIC MASS 
1:30 p.m. "CONCERT The Ithaca College Choral Ensembles 
~ ~ 
277-6666 
1.k t .,· 1 e Ol'a;, 
Rogan's Corner 
273-6006 
WILDWARE OUTFITTERS 
WAID\,flNG? l,~~.~~D-
-.• ,,~~· - ' .• ,•.,;,_ 
. -. - ' - . 
Whether this Winter is going to be mild or harsh is still only 
speculation. One thing is for sure, Wildware Outfitters has 
outerwear designed for versatility. Layer systems can keep you 
comfortable, dry and out of the windchill. Tons of options allow 
you to customize your own system. Come down and try on our new 
Fall and Winter fleece jackets, goose down vests, Gore-tex shells, 
parkas, hats and gloves. 
ftaturmg· 
Patagonia• The North Face• Mountain Hardwear •Columbia• Solstice• Woolnch • Dana Designs 
Vasque• Black Diamond• Lowe• Outdoor Reasearch • Paar1 lz11nl •Fischer• karhu • Alpina • Sw1x • Tubbs 
and morel 
QUALITY Ol 'TDOOJ{ < 'I.OTIII'\(; \ '\I> F<)l IP\lt-:YI' 
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Irish eyes smile on new organization 
By Abby Bertumen 
Ith,1c,m Staff 
Sot I voice~ could he heard a~ 
llu.: group ~al around 111 a loose 
circle dt!',Cll!'.Stng movie!-.. mu~ic, 
food, crafts and yes, even heer. 
It was the first meetmg of the 
Gaelic Society of Ithaca College, 
a cluh started for those who have 
an inlerest m ~tudying and partic-
ipating m lrn,h hi~tory and cul-
ture. 
The gathering for the fledgling 
cluh was informal, as the group 
threw out ideas 10 formulate this 
much-anticipated cluh. The dis-
cussion was led hy Bill Breen '98, 
who is the founder and president 
of 1he Gaelic Society. 
"I really wanted lo start the 
cluh hecause I like Irish people 
and am really mterested in Irish 
culture," Breen said. "It's pretty 
selfish on my part. I just wanted 
to hang out with people and learn 
stuff." 
Breen is one of the few upper-
classmen in the Gaelic Society 
who has neither visited nor stayed 
in Ireland, which makes his deter-
mination even stronger, he said. 
"As long as we come up with 
topics that people are interested 
in, we can get people to help us," 
Breen said. "I think it's great that 
when there's a lack of cool things 
to do to try and start something." 
Breen also said that the Gaelic 
Society was made possible due in 
a large part to the ambition and 
support of his friends Walter 
Westhelle '98, Sinead O'Mara 
'98 and Jason Rose '98, who 
make up the rest of the executive 
Test Drive 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Slnead O'Mara '98, Jason Rose '98, Walter Westhelle '98 and Bill Breen '98, president, serve as the 
executive board of the new Gaelic Society, a group that studies Irish history and culture. 
board. 
The advisor to the Gaelic 
Society is Hugh Stephenson, an 
assistant professor of psychology 
at Ithaca College, who is from 
Ireland. 
Stephenson said that Breen 
was the real driving force behind 
the start of the club, and he was 
eager to get involved. 
"I didn't really start it," 
Stephenson said. "They asked me 
[to help] because I'm Irish and I 
know that there are a lot of 
resources available to them here 
at Ithaca College. But there are a 
lot of Americans who identify 
themselves as Irish and since the 
resources and the interest arc 
there, it sounded I ike a good 
idea." 
During the mcctmg, the group 
expressed a collective desire to 
get in touch with other Gaelic 
societies in the area, such as the 
large organization al Siena 
College in Loudonville, N.Y. The 
club hopes to get together with 
these organizations to plan a trip 
to New York City, which has been 
an annual event for the estab-
lished Gaelic societies in the 
state. 
At the Ithaca College level, the 
club members look lo play out 
their interests in Irish culture and 
hrmg its world to all the ~tudent~. 
This mclude~ 1hc po!',sihlc sale of 
Irish crafts in the campus center 
and the serving of an Irish hreak-
fasl. 
Member~ of the cluh also 
expressed a strong desire to spon-
sor the aspects of contemporary 
Irish culture such as bringing 
Irish bands to the Ithaca College 
coffeehouse as well as showing 
movies like "My Left Foot," 
"Michael Collins" and other films 
by Irish directors depicting the 
culture. Another aspect of Irish 
entertainment the cluh would like 
to support is Irish dancing. 
'Tm looking to have a good 
t1111e," We~thelk ,aid ''l'vb)hc 
[!"Ill do a 1111k l11,h da1ll 111~'" 
!'he orga1111,111011 ,ti"' hopL·, 1,, 
pl,111 ,I IIIJ1 (11 \L'l' "j{l\c'ltl.tll,L' 
ncxl lall 
Th11u[!h p,11111111111,· lrr,h L'IIIL'I 
l,lllllllCIII IS 111>1 liJL' 11111\ ['.11,ti 1,I 
lhL· (iaL'itL S11, ll'I\. S1q1hcllStlll 
al~o hope, 111 111u11p,11.1IL' l11,h 
h1!-.l01y allJ p11lrl1L, Ill lilL· ,11uL 
lure of !hi: duh 
Tl11, \\11uld lllLIUdc .i lllt>IL' 111 
dcplh lu11J... .11 lhL· ,11llli1Lh 111 
Northc111 licl.111d ,,, ,,L·II ·" d1, 
Clh\l011 OJ liJL' lliil' 1ll ilJL' )11,Ji Ill 
lhc lmmul.1111111 111 lhL· AlllL'IIL.11, 
~octcly ;1, 11 " lod,1~ 
Many 111emhc1, 1 ,t lhL· ( i,1cl IL 
Sonety arc ,,ell-L'\pc11cllLcd Ill 
the way~ ol cver)day Iri,h rnliulL' 
and life. ha\lll_L! ,pent a grL'.ll dL',tl 
of l1111e Ill lrdand and hav111g 
clo~c rela11vc, cm1l!ralL' to 
America from lrcl,md 
''I've hccn hack [from lrcl.mdl 
a year, and I'm 111 w11hdra"al." 
~aid Kathleen Sla11cry "98. "h1, 
~tudied at Stonehill College Ill 
Duhlin. 
'·J ITIISS !ht: lllll\lC ,llld !he 
dance," Slatlcry \atd --11·, ,11 
much more relaxed than dim n-
town Ithaca." 
The Gaelic Society abo v.-,~h-
es lo help all people of lmh her-
itage trace their lmeage. They 
plan to mclude ~uggcst1on!'. on 
this as well a~ club act1v111e~ on a 
Weh page, which will he ~cl up by 
cluh member Darragh Foley '99. 
The Gaelic Society will hold 
its next meeting on Monday, Nov 
IO, at 7 p.m., in Williams 302. 
Meetings will he held every other 
week. 
SKI FOR P.E. 
GREEK 
PEAK 
SKI RESORT 
Cortland, NY 
1-800-955-2SKI 
REGISTRATION: 
Advance Registration 
Monday, November 3 thru 
Thursday, November 13 
Registration and 
Payment 
Hill Center 
Sunday, January 18. 
1 :00-2:30 PM 
or in the Gippe 
Office #5, Hill Center 
Mon.-Fri., Jan 19-23, 
9:00 AM-3:00 PM 
'! 
., 
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Assassins prepare for killer performance 
By Cole Loui~on 
Ithacan Staff 
'·Hey pal. lcel111g blue'! Don't 
!-now ,, hat to do? Hey pal. I need 
you. Co111e .ind k.dl the 
p1e~1dent .. ·· 
So hegm~ Cu, lam, l jp ·, prc-
\L'nlat111n of Stephen Sondhc1111 ·, 
n111\1cal ··A._.,a.,.,111, ... a tour de 
force prnduct1011 that ~11p, 
through 11111c. place and narration 
to tell the ,tllrIL'~ and 1evcal the 
tt uth~ 1 ii A111crn:.111 h1~tory ·.., nHi,t 
hated 111d1\'lduals. 
The play will run front Nov. 10 
to Nov. 13. 111 Emer~on Smte~ at X 
p Ill. 
The action of the play tran-
,pire, on a ~tagc w1th111 an tm,ta-
hle look.111g la1rground, which the 
audience I\ a part of. whether they 
Ii k.c ll or not 
'"Wc wanted to g1w the 
1111pre..,...111n th;1t the c.1rn1,.1l ,~ run 
hy 111ad111en a ...... a..,...111,--, en 
111al-L·,h1l1."' ,aid Ben To,tado ·99_ 
the ,tagL' director. 
"They come to town. tell their 
...ion and lea\'l:." he ~;Ill.I. 
"A lot of the ~how tah·, place 
Ill hmlm.'· ,aid Anna Con,tant 
'l)lJ. the a,~1,tant director. "It\ a 
gh<1,t C,lrt1I\ a) .. 
Primarily. the prodlH:tion 
locu,e, on the ,1ur1L'' ol a~~a~~in, 
rn :\111c11c111 h1~tory In each 
,tory. a~,a,,111~ from dlffrrcnt 
pi:riod~ of h1,tory arc present. 
~0111.:t,mc~ play111g thcmscl\'i:.,. 
~0111i:11111c, play111g other a~~a~-
~111~ or ,omet1me~ moc!-111g the 
l itlter ,1.,._a.,...111~. 
The narration. lik.e almo,t 
CH'1yth1ng ehc. changes through-
out the course of the play. 
The production 1s some-
time~ narrated by the 
a~~a,~m~. either through 
,ong or ~pccch. hut 1s 
often ta!-en over hy the 
media m the h,tlladccr. 
The h,tlladecr. played 
hy Ryan Am,wo11h '00, 
appe;ir, al the end of each 
,cenc and ,111g, Ill a hoorn-
111g. peppy v<11cc. au:om-
na111ed hy an upbeat piano 
and a han.10. 
"'The balladeer 1, a folk 
~1ngcr."',a1d Eri·~ 
Davidson '99, the mu~ical 
director 
Strong-armed, blue-
eyed and blond-hatred. the 
balladeer at first seem~ to 
be one of the only rnn~is-
tcncie, 111 the play. appcar-
111g at tit.: end ot each 
,cenc with a fan11liar, 
Charlie 13nm n-1,h piano 
1une acc<1mp,my111g h11n. 
:\, ti1c product 10n runs 
on. the ;1....,,1,\ln, hegm to 
confront 1nm more and The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Dianna Tucker '00 and Kevin Doherty '00 in "Assassins," presented by 
mm.: and evenlltally 
· the Curtains Up theater group. It will be shown in Emerson Suites. break. hi\ ~pint 111 a face-
off between the balladeer and the 
rc~t of the ca~t. which 1, hacked 
by the hand TlllS ,~ the climax of 
the production. 
·The whole ~cene ,~ a conflict 
between IAin~worth] and the rest 
of the cast." David~on :-.aid to the 
ban~! at a rehearsal. "You guy~ arc 
helping the ca~t " 
·n1c I O-p1ccc hand. dre~:-.cd in 
black. will be to the nght of the 
,tage on a hand~taml, and will 
change 11' '1yle as the productmn 
goc:-. on-from a marchmg hand 
to country to roe!- and roll. among 
others. 
Yet, while the music is always 
changmg. each style can still be 
associated with America in that 
the ideals and visions of the coun-
try. as well as its people, arc 
always changing. 
Perhaps what is so challenging 
about "Assassms"' is that the play 
focuses on those viewed by the 
media and the American public a~ 
angry. evil and craly. John Wilkes 
Booth. Lee Harvey Oswald and 
John Hinckley arc among the 
a:-.~assins depicted in the play. 
"I think the play overall 1s 
about tcllmg the true story of 
these people who we have been 
taught to hate," Davidson said. 
"Overall there's another story. 
These people were Americans 
first and forcmm,t. Anyone can 
grow up to be an assassin." 
Also changing are the individ-
uals playing the characte1, 
Onginally performed with 20 
actor:-., tlu~ production ca:-.t~ 11 
actor~. enabling them to ~lip 111 
and out of different character~. 
further adding to the un~tahle 
atmosphere of the ~tory. 
In the end. the only true con-
sistency in the play. unlih· thl' 
balladeer foll--'1ngcr who,~ e, en-
tually defeated by the other a,~a~-
sins, 1s the quirky piano mu~,c 
that accompan1c~ the ~ong 
"Everybody's Got the Right,"" 
sung throughout the play. TlllS 1s 
sung in the first number by all of 
the assassm:-, after they arc intro-
duced, and is sung agam in the 
finale. 
The focus on tllO~c who arc 
known in history only because of 
who they killed or tncd tu kill 
encourages the viewers to under-
stand and even partake Ill a pomt 
of view they haven't thought 
about and mo:-.t h!-ely don't want 
to understand 
The recurring ~ong', .1u111py 
p1i1110 and k.indcrgarten ~oum.b 
~uggest these individuals were 
not as msanc .ind angry as hi:-,tory 
portrays them, but that they each 
h,•d their own rea:-.ons "to he 
happy" a~ the song suggc,ts. 
So, what exactly is this pro-
duction ahout? Constant offered 
her ideas. 
"[The play is ahout] all of the 
different clements that make up 
what we know as America," 
Constant said. "Free will lead~ to 
different avenues-some less 
tasteful than others. Noncthcle:-,s, 
we're assassms. That's the 
American way." 
Coming Next Week 
The 
RSPORTS 
• preview 
Eight Teams • One Goal • 
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@QUIZ YOURSELF 
A~mit it. When you're leaf-mg through a magalinc and you spot a quiz, you 
want to take it. You know you do, 
even if you 're one of those "I am 
what I am and I don't care what 
anyone else thinks of me" types. 
Go ahead-indulge your 
insanely curious alter-ego. There 
arc quizzes and questionnaires 
galore online to help you catego-
rize and .---------. 
profile 
yourself to 
y o u r 
heart's 
content. 
J u s l 
remember 
that, like 
m a n y 
things on 
the Web, 
they may 
be the cre-
ations of a 
13-year-
old work-
ing out of a suburban basement 
somewhere. So take the following 
with a proverbial grain of salt. 
To make things more interest-
ing, try taking the Male and 
Female Personality Profiles at 
Entre Nous, a dating company 
based in Australia (http://www. 
entrenous.com.au). The female-
oriented test had the nerve to 
label me a "daddy's girl" and a 
"flirt." Then Netscape crashed, 
and I considered calling my father 
to sweet talk him into g1vmg me 
more RAM for Christmas. Oh, I 
feel sheepish. 
Deep down, everyone wonders 
about how they would do on an 
IQ lest. Take 1his one 
(http://www.apsoft.com/anduin 
/gentest/iqtest.shtml), and you'll 
either smugly pat yourself on lhc 
back or, like me, hit the back bul-
ton on the browser and prelend 
you never visited that stupid site. 
No, I will NOT reveal my score. 
Go away. 
It's time to find out what else 
you could be good at now that 
your dream of winning the Nobel 
Prize has been dashed. Visit the 
College Board's Career Interest 
Survey (http://www.college-
board.org/career/html/searchQ 
·ues.html) and discover that you 
might be really good at ... civil 
engineering? 
Silly me, I <:hose to major in 
journalism instead. It looks like I 
also have a penchant for dirccling 
funerals. 
You may be a registered 
Republican or Democrat, but 
what arc you in the privacy of 
your own computer screen? 
Figure it out by taking lhc 
World's Smallest Poli1ical Qu1l 
(http://www. self-gov. org 
/karlquiz.shtml). It gi vcs your 
results on a handy linlc diagram 
thal shows you as a red dol afloat 
on a sea of political ideology. I 
don't know about anyone else, 
but that's about how I feel during 
Search 
elections. 
Okay, now thal you know who 
to vole for, you will need some 
help deciding whal lo spend your 
money on. Take this consumer 
profile (http://future.sri.com 
:80/vals/survey.html) and sec 
your),clf dropped inlo one of cighl 
categories. The que),tions arc 
vague and rcpctllivc, so you 
might contradicl yourself and 
confuse lhc hell out of 1he pro-
gram. 
That must have been the case 
for me, because ii told me that I 
have gone hunting more than I 0 
times in the past year, I own a 
pickup truck and I spend a lot of 
money on fast food. Oh goody, 
now I'll get that free copy of 
"Guns and Ammo" that I' vc been 
lrymg to track down. 
Now that you've labeled your-
self in every possible way, tum to 
the mother of <mime question-
naires-the Purity Test. A vcrila-
hlc gold mine of different ver-
sions exists at the Puri1y Test 
Archive (http://www.armory 
.com/tests/purity.html). Herc 
you'll find a test for every ta\lc 
(the Dr. Seuss version) and every 
attention span (solllc number 
more than 500 questions). 
Now that you know who you 
arc, how much you know. whal 
you think, what you should buy 
and how had you arc, forget about 
all of it. Defy the predictions and 
do something you've never done 
before, you rebel, you. 
Tm: I 11tACAN 17 
Christian lecturer 
looks at the occult 
By Kerry Shahen 
lth.1c,1n Contributor 
Why arc people lured lo the 
occult? 
Thi), i), lhe question Jon 
Rillenhousc lricd to answer 
Fnday afternoon 111 the Roy H. 
Park aud1tonum Rillcnhou).c, 
a Chn).l1an lecturer and 
rc!',carchcr, spoke on the con-
tmumg at1rac11011 of the occult. 
The lecture, "Doorway to 
lhc Supernatural or Dangcrow, 
Dahhlings," sponsored by the 
Campus Crusade for Chri:-,1, 
drew a crowd of aboul 35 ~tu-
dcnts. Ithaca ·s turnout paled 111 
comparison to Ball State and 
the University of Kansas where 
more than 1,500 studenls 
attended the lecture, 
Ri11cnhousc said. 
"As far as turn-out, we 
expected more, hu1 the :-,mall 
audience allowed for more 
question and answer," said 
Thcrc).a Andcr!->cn '00, one of 
the member), of lhe Campu), 
Crusade for Chri).I. "'If there 
were 500 people he would not 
have been ahlc to an),wcr Ill a, 
much detail a, he did." 
Ritlcnhou:-,c d1\CU!->\Cd 
l!'>\UC!-> ).Urrnundrng Satan1,m, 
Paganism. Witchcrall and 
other form!', of wor).h1p. As he 
cxpl.1111), it, ~omc of the allrac-
lHlll to the occull I\ cur1m1ty 
He ).aid he hchcvc!', people 
arc nalurally cunou, and 
drawn m by ih charm He abo 
~uggc:-,tcd d1),\all).facl1on with 
rcl1g1on and de:-,1rc lo ohlam 
power arc further mot1va11on\. 
Ri1tcnlH>U).e':-, opm1on). 
about the occult mcl with d1:-,-
agrecmcnt frolll ,onH: audi-
ence lllcmher.\. 
who ,aid he wa, 
hcmg ~lcrco1yp1cal 
and unfair 
Riltcnhou!',c at-
templed 10 hru:-,h 
away lhe cnl ICl\111 
'The whole area 
of the occult I\ a 
he, dcceptrnn 
and 1llu!',11i11.·· 
R111cnlrnu\C ,:11J 
'"Don't get me 
wrong -- I defend 
The Ithacan/Angela Wilson your right lo ma~c 
Christian lecturer Jon Rittenhouse talks your own I re Ii-
about the occult in Park Auditorium. g,ou\ l deu,um\" 
To the Students at SUNY Cortland and Ithaca College: 
The purpose of this letter is to inform you that officials from both colleges recently met to discuss the November 8th 
varsity football game being hosted this year at Ithaca. This year's game is the 56th meeting of our varsity football 
teams, vying, of course, for possession of the Cortaca Jug. We are all very proud of the accomplishments of both 
teams and believe that the game this year will be a great one. 
As a fan, you can expect to see an outstanding contest o_n the field. Both teams and·the coaching staffs have worked 
hard since late August to have successful seasons. The Cortland-Ithaca game will provide the players and coaches 
with a great challenge and the fans with a fun-filled, exciting afternoon. 
For Cortland fans travelling to Ithaca, you will note that the New York State Police will be patrolling the highways and 
will be working the game. In recent years police officials in Tompkins and Cortland Counties have set up check 
points before and after the game to apprehend those who are drinking and driving. If you choose to drir:ik alcoholic 
beverages on Saturday, do so in moderation and please do not drink and drive., 
As a football fan, your behavior at the game will reflect on your college. You should be supportive of your team, 
cheering good play and encouraging them to do their best. You should not be involved in behavior that will embarrass 
yourself or your college. Cheers that include vulgarity, demean players, coaches or fans have no place in this or any 
other game. Throwing objects on the field, at players, coaches or fans not be tolerated. Fighting will result in criminal 
arrest and judicial action on campus. 
This game has a long and wonderful history. It has become and will continue to be the biggest Division III football 
game in the country. The players and coaches have worked too hard to have the game tarnished by the actions of a 
few fans. Good sportsmanship on and off the field·will make this an event we will remember fondly for years to 
come. 
Sincerely, 
~/).~ 
Raymond D. Franco 
VP for Student Affairs 
SUNY Cortland 
Sincerely. 
~~~ 
John B. Oblak 
VP for Student Affairs and Campus Life 
Ithaca College 
' 
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TOP TEN 
,, ' ' ' ' ~- '" ', 
1 "Tubthumping"-Chumbawamba 
2 "Everything to Everyone"-Everclear 
3. "Joga"-Bjork 
4."Bittersweet Symphony"-The Verve 
5. "Wrong Number"-The Cure 
6."Hitchin' A R1de"-Green Day 
?."This Lonely Place"-Goldfmger 
8."I Choose"-The Offspring 
9."Don't Go Away"-Oasis 
10. "Allnght''-Jam,roquai 
WICB's Top Ten ,s based on weekly airplay at WICB. 
• The Haunt 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Jenn Wertz and Lovechild 
Friday-Nozmo King with Fat Mama 
Saturday-'80s Dance Party 
• JAM Community 
Room 
SHOW STARTS AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Frodus, Trixie Belden 
and Subvert 
• Common Ground 
SHOW STARTS AT 8 P.M. 
Thursday-Dance music with DJ 
Joey -
Friday-Dance music with DJ Calvin 
Saturday-Dance music with DJs 
Joey and Latin Tops 
• Rongovian Embassy 
SHOWS START AT 10 P.M., UNLESS NOTED 
Thursday-Andrew Adair at 9:30 
p.m. 
Friday-Burning Bus 
Saturday-Go Figure 
• Stella's 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Friday-Jeff Guevin Quartet 
Saturday-Project Groove 
Sunday-Robert Weinberger's Unity 
Group 
• The Nines 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Pet Rocks 
Friday-TBA 
Saturday-Mectapus 
L----------------------------------' 
The war 
for the 
• Jug. 
Turn to the Ithacan 
Sports section next 
week for exclusive 
coverage of the 
nation's 
"Biggest Little Game." 
TheITHACAN 
"Thi' 111'11'\/Jtl/ll'I for 11,,, lthm II Colll'g1· C111111•1111111r •• 
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CD takes a techno trip 
Many pcopic find tcchnc~ an unusual, boring genre of musu.: that they don't understand. For David 
Holmes, tc<.:hno i~ a way of telling the stories 
of the strcl!ts by the people who live in them. 
For his new album "Let's Get Killed," 
Holmes traveled from his hometown of 
Belfast to the cruelest areas of New York 
City to make a soundtrack for the streets. 
MIXlng ecle<.:tic melodics with <.:ity 
sounds and hard-lu<.:k stories, Holmes pulls 
out the pa~sH>n of pimps, con artists, punk 
ro<.:kcrs and ~trcct prca<.:hcrs. This edgy, 
album brings a sho<.:k 
to the monotony of 
modern mu~1c. 
Like the <.:1ty 
itself. thi~ album ts a 
melting pot of 
moods, melodics and 
rnusi<.:al styles repre-
senting the diverse 
sections of society. 
From the opening of 
the album the sounds 
of the city ring 
through with car 
horns, cop whistles and pedestrians yelling 
at the ()'!Opie around them. On "Listen" and 
"My Mate Paul," punchy percussion accen-
tuates the pure feel of a pimp's praises about 
New York City. 
On the gritty title track, a man speaks 
about the death of a friend, ponders the 
injustice of his situation and airs his aggres-
sion to bannates as subway screeches and 
drums drill his rage into the listener's cars. 
Flowing further into this adventure, 
"Gritty Shaker" introduces us to Rodney 
Yates, an astrologer, who advises Holmes on 
what is to come in his future. Records 
scratch and hip-hop rhythms loop like a 
tourist trying to find a parking spot. 
"Head Rush On Lafayette" displays the 
prose of a street performer relaying the 
David Holmes 
"Let's Get Killed" 
1997 1500 Records/Polygram 
Records 
TIii- ...... ..._ ... 1 (1111'11) II 4(llelt) 
tough times around him. Holmes continue~ 
the sonic onslaught with the Latino rhythm.,, 
hounding bass lines and guitar riffs of 
"Rodney Yates." 
As the album progresses, the talcs and 
realistic tone remains tight. On the terrific, 
bizarre track "Radio," two guys argue about 
who is better: Shaft or James Bond. 
Distorted radio signals serve as an intro to a 
hattlc hetwecn the Shaft and Bond themes, 
played hy The London Session Orchestra. 
"Freaknik" finds Holmes traveling 
crosstown and cross-cultural lines, while 
collecting the complaints of a punk rocker. 
Holmes adds energetically cynical beats to 
the background making "Freaknik" one of 
the most unusual songs on this album. 
Another great eitample of Holmes's real-
istic sounds is "Caddell Returns," where he 
coats the rambling of a junkie with trippy, 
hazy hallucinations that slowly slide into 
mellow elevator music. 
On the final track, "For You," an auto-
mated taxi thanks a traveler for his business, 
while Spanish music melts into the traffic 
and hustlers hound each other. 
Overall, "Let's Get Killed" is an amaz-
ingly fresh disc ~at takes many risks. For 
anyone willing tci expand their mirids and 
musical horizons, this disc is an experience 
that shouldn't be missed. 
featuring the 
new single 
i>ld A .£ul Ott 9r 
along with the 
smash hit, "Hell" 
with gue11 , 
'Dte /t}ew Orleans Klezmer -411 Stars 
SA TU RDA Y, NOVEMBER IS, 7:00 PM 
BAILEY HALL, Cornell University 
Tickcls available NOW @ WSH Ticket Office, Ithaca Guitar Works,Tickctmaster 
CU Students- $13/$15 • • • General Public S 161$18 
Prt<tnled bv: 
THE CORNELL CONCERT COMMISSION 
For info call: (607) 255-7231 
A Unu of nos .. rundcd In pan hy SA 
' ( ~ 
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Movie captures 'Boogie' fever 
C ham:cs arc that people who wa1d1 pornography films don '1 like to think ahoul 
the hehind-the-sccnes of these 
movies. These films have one 
purpose-lo fuel people's sexual 
urges and fantasies. 
The ads for "Boogie Nights" 
may lead you to hclicvc 
it 1s a '70s disco extrav-
aganza. But don't be 
fooled. It's a movie for 
people curious enough 
to know ahout the peo-
ple who make pornog-
raphy. The movie looks 
at the '70s and the '80s 
in an upbeat and wild 
way with colorful char-
acters and poignant 
issues, but it's really a 
piece about the pornog-
raphy industry. After 
this movie, you may 
not look at the industry 
same way. 
m the 
Mark Wahlberg, formally 
known as Marky Mark, proves he 
can act with "Boogie Nights" He 
plays Eddie, a teenager with high 
hopes and a special g1fl-le1's 
just say he's well-endowed. Jack 
Horner (Burl Reynolds), a 
pornography film maker, discov-
ers Eddie one night at a disco 
dance cluh, and voila-a star is 
horn! Eddie changes 
his name to Dirk 
Diggler and hecomes 
an overnight success. 
He is taken into 
Homer's porn family, 
and we see the industry 
through his eyes. 
The reason this movie 
works is because of the 
similarities between 
this and almost any 
Martin Scorsese and 
Quentin Tarantino film. 
Both directors com-
bine pop culture music 
from past decades to make an 
intense and lasting mood on the 
audience. In "Boogie Nights," the 
use of disco hits from the '70s 
and hit songs from the · 80s add 
that ~pec1al layer of re1111ni~cmg 
and evoke sharp intense emo-
tHlll~. You can he sure the sound-
track will he selling like hotcakes. 
Scor!>ese and Tarantino films 
always have kinetic camera 
movement and riveting cme-
m,1tography and editing. "Boogie 
Nights" is the same. From the 
long opening take. you arc tossed 
into the aclmn and a world similar 
to movies from the '70s where 
you follow characters through the 
disco dance floor. 
Many camera "tricks" and cre-
ative techniques are used as well. 
When Eddie has his first sex 
scene, we go nght through the 
camera and sec the spools run out 
of film during the middle. 
Another roll of film is replaced 
and we see the filming from the 
camera's point of view. These 
techniques make "Boogie Nights" 
a very visually-enriched film. 
Of course, the quintessential 
mark of Scorsese and Tarantino 
L.A. Confidential 
By Ken Borsuk 
Praise also must go to the actors. Crowe delivers a star-
making tum as Bud White, Pearce becomes the movie's heart 
and soul and Spacey makes good use of his little screen time. 
November 7-November 13 
films are the scenes with 
guns, hloodshcd, cocaine, 
overdosing and death. 
"Boogie N1ghb" ha~ more 
than its fair share of these 
scenes, which is surprising 
considering the commer-
cials. 111c scenes are dis-
turhing, hut they work 
within the context of the 
film. 
Ult11na1ely, "Boogie 
Nights" works hccause of 
contrast. As the film goes 1111 __ ,__...,_, (....U1140IIIU. 
through the '70s we sec a carefree becomes ohvious that while the 
and light togetherness among industry 1s about fulfilling peo-
Horner's porn family. The movie pie's dreams, one cannot forget 
shifts gears in the '80s when the that It's ahout people with proh-
film becomes dark and depress- lcms like you and me. 
ing, which is similar to Scorsese's There's a lot of hype and o~car 
"Goodfellas" structure. huLZ surrounding this movie. 
Perhaps the oddest thing about Believe it hccausc it's all true. My 
the movie is that you care for only complaint is its length of two 
these characters. Being involved hours and 40 minutes. 
in pornography has plagued these Although "Boogie Nights" 
people, and when they try to docs drag here and there, it's 
hrcak free from this world IL enriched with a cast and crew 
comes crashing down on them. It that pull it off. 
Contact 
By Ken Borsuk 
Most American movies are afraid to actually be about some-
thing these days. So it is surprising that not only is this one of 
the most entertaining movies in years, it is also one of the more 
intelligent. 
Jodie Foster stars as an astronomer dreaming of reaching 
the stars, who one day receives a signal from outer space. As 
she races to prove her findings, a debate erupts over both the 
religious meaning of the signal and who, if anyone, should trav-
el to the source. Foster is amazing in her role and also gets 
good support from Matthew McConaughey, Tom Skerritt and 
John Hurt. However, the real star is director Robert Zemeckis, 
who presents the story in a clear and open-minded way. 
HOYT'S CINEMA 4 
266-0717 
Devil's Advocate 
HOYT'S PYRAMID MALL 
257-2700 
Starship Troopers ~FILMS Presents .... 
Bean 
Gattaca 
Red Comer 
CORNELL CINEMA 
255-3522 
Operation Condor 
Picture Perfect 
Nobody's Business 
Paul Monette: The Brink of Summer's 
End 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
The Full Monty 
Contact 
Butch Camp 
SAB MOVIES 
274-3383 
Men in Black 
Mad City 
Boogie Nights 
L.A. Confidential 
I Know What You Did Last Summer 
Seven Years in Tibet 
The Game 
ln&Out 
A Life Less Ordinary 
Fairy Tale: A True Story 
Switchback 
Kiss the Girls 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
The Peacemaker 
Mrs. Brown 
Shall We Dance? 
Going All The Way 
The Myth of Fingerprints 
Call the theaters for showtimes. 
ADVANCE REG·ISTRATI·ON 
SPRING ·1998 
SEE YOUR ADVISOR NOW! 
SHEET TURN IN NOV. 3 TO 13 
TO THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
JOB2 
St11lm1 ,\i11\llle' llronl 
Fri. and Sat. at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
and Midnight 
Sunday at 8 and 11 p.m. 
All Shows $3 
~ All Shows in Textor 102 ~ 
~11k,u .\i11\ M•~ lhml Sulll.,11 .u11\ll•~ Bmnl 
-
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CLASSIFIED 
PA<il. 20 
FOR RENT 
2, 3, 4 Bedroom Apts. available for 
'98-'99. Spacious, furnished, in-
cludes heat, & on bus route! Defi-
nite must see! Call 272-9361 or 
564-0207. 
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES 
FOR RENT for next year. 2-7 bed-
rooms. Nice places in great loca-
tions. Call Mike 275-9663 and leave 
message. 
ACROSS ITHACA FALLS IN FALL 
CREEK. Cozy 3 bedroom with all 
utilities on bus routes, available now! 
$250/person 257-0313. 
QUIET GRAD/FACULTY COM-
PLEX. Furnish/unfurnished studios 
and lg. 1-bedrooms in Cayuga 
Heights. Includes Heat. 257-0313. 
Absolutely beautiful four bedroom 
apartments. South Hill, close to cam-
pus and downtown. Large, sunny 
rooms, deck and porch. Fully fur-
nished and newly renovated. Low 
utilities. 347-4513, 347-4689. 
Graduation weekend-rent a fully 
furnished 3 bedroom house. Linens 
included. Perfect for family. Fn. to 
Mon. $650. 272-1374. 
Two or three bedroom house, one 
bedroom apartment. For informa-
tion call 272-6361. Available 98-99 
school year. 
Room available m 6 bedroom fur-
nished apt. Ample parking, close to 
campus. $275/rnonth. Contact Kevin 
Roche at 277-7075. 
Location, location, location. Pros-
pect St. Aurora St. Hillview PL Eleven 
fumished apartments, most have 
free off street parking, some with 11 
month leases. Can accomodate 
gruops of 2-12 people. Available 
Aug. 98. Call 273-5370 for details. 
6 bedroom house downtown. 10-
month lease. Large, comfortable 
house, ideal for 6 women, on 
Cascadilla St. Washer/dryer, park-
ing, $290/month per person includes 
heat and all uhht1es. Gary 273-7082. 
3 bedroom apartment at 207 Pros-
pect St. Spacious, furnished, laun-
dry, parking. 10 or 12 month lease. 
Call 257-8828. 
4 bedroom apartment at 214 S. Al-
bany St. Spacious, furnished, laun-
dry, parking. 10 or 12 month lease. 
Call 257-8828. 
Apartments and houses available-
Kendall Ave. & Penn. Ave. 2, 3, 4, 5 
& 6 bdrm furnished. 11 month lease, 
available 8/01/98. Please call 273-
9221 between 8 a.m. & 4 p.m., after 
4 and on weekends call 272-2558. 
New apartments & other units for 
rent close to IC for Fall 98. Call 272-
5647, 280-3258 or 273-5192. 
FUNT ASTIC SIX BEDROOM ex-
tra-large house, tastefully furnished, 
great location! 2 kitchens, 2 baths, 2 
porches! Free laundry, parking and 
TV! $285 per person. Available June 
or August '97. Two locations to 
choose from! Call Scot at 273-4781. 
1 or 2 spacious bedrooms in a 3 
bedroom house on Pleasant for Aug. 
98-99. Female, non-smokers pre-
ferred. 1 /2 mile from campus. Close 
to Commons and bus routes. A must 
see!! Call Linda 277-3997. 
Tenants love us! Landlords are 
all over us! Subletters can't get 
enough of us! EVERYONE LOVES 
A HOUSING SOL lJT!~NI Housing 
Search for Your New Apartment/ 
House for '9g-·99 Oniine at Our 
Brand New Websitel· 
We Have a Huge Selection Found At: 
http ://www.14850.com/web/certifled/ 
Studios to Nine Bedrooms 
All Locations 
Specializing in South Hill and 
Downtown Properties 
Certified Properties, Inc. 
273-1669 
College Circle Apartments 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1997 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
contemporary, spacious, 
fully furnished, free parking, laundry, 
affordable rates, on site-management, 
24 hour maintenance service 
Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
277-1221 
Tm1Rs1>A Y, NovEMBl:R 6. 1997 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
TIIE lllfA<'AN 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
--------------------------------
----------------------------
Date(s) to run ________ _ Category ___________ _ 
Name 
----------------------------
Address 
------------------------
Phone _________________________ _ 
Solutions•103 Dryden Rd.•272-
6091• www.housingsolutions.com 
3 to 8 bedroom furnished houses. 
Closetol.C. 273-4211 or272-1451. 
Two bdrm, veryclean,spaciouswith 
deck, dishwasher, carpeting. Beau-
tiful scenery and view ideal for grads. 
Convenient to IC, Ithaca. 257-7299. 
**SPRING BREAK ... TAKE 2** Or-
ganize group! Sell 15 ... Take2 Free. 
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, 
Florida, Barbados, Padre & More. 
Free Parties, Eats & Drinks. Sun 
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710. 
***EARN FREE TRIPS AND 
CASH!*** Class Travel needs stu-
dentstopromoteSpringBreak 1998! 
Sell 15 trips & travel free! Highly 
motivated students can earn a 
free trip & over $10,000! Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatian, Ja-
maica or Florida! North America's 
largest student tour operator! Call 
Now! 1-800-838-6411 
Spring Break '98. Best Prices to 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & 
Florida. Group discounts & Free 
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn Cash, 
& Go Free! 1-800-234-7007. 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
**SPRING BREAK '98*" Free food 
and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas, Ja-
maica and Florida from just $399. 
Organize a small group and travel 
FREEi Highest commissions and 
lowest prices guaranteed. Call Surf 
& Sun Tours to become a campus 
representative (800) 574-7577 
www.sulfandsuntours.com 
SUBLET 
Large room in four bedroom house, 
for spring semester. Close to Ithaca 
College and Cornell. Female only. 
Available immediately, or January. 
272-6408, 347-4513. 
Spring 98 extremely nice apt. 307.50 
utilities included. Urgent call Hollie 
277-8632. Must have transporta-
tion. 
2 bedroom apt. Clean, spacious, 
great location. Available Jan. 98. 
Must see. Call 277-6179. 
NEAR IC/CU, super clean 2br/apt, 
student/professional, N/S, $250+ 1 / 
2 util. call 277-0951 day/ 256-1849 
eve. 
· NOTICES 
#1 Campus Fundralser. Raise all 
the money your group needs by 
sponsoring a Visa Fundraiser on 
your campus. No investment & very 
J'aID.es E. Ga:rdne:r,, .I:r. 
:RE£I. EMT..A.'I ... ..E 
.£. G-:rea,t;e:r li!lel.ec-t;t.o:.:i o:r 
.A.._pa,:r"t;:cn..e:.:i-.-. :bi "t;b.e 
I "t;b_a,ca, .£.:rea, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
4II N - TJ.011,;0, 8-t:reet 
little time needed. There's no obli-
gation, so why not call for informa-
tion today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x 
95. 
Tired of feeling _stiff/stressed? Tty 
out a YOGA class at the NEW SyR,, 
rise Yoga Center. 119 S. Cayuga 
St., #301, Ithaca. No experience/ 
flexibHity needed. Helen Dicke 277-
6313, Andrea Smith 844-5371. 
EciQNorshlp service Sun. Nov.9--11 
a.m,-noon, Triphammer Lodge. 
Topic: "Spiritual Strength." Includes 
HU song, Eck reading, discussion. 
Public invited. Sponsored by New 
York Satsang Society Inc., affiliate 
of Eckankar Int. 1-800-749-7791-x 
480. http://www.eckankar.org. 
Recycle 
This 
Ithacan. 
T111-: ITIIACAN 
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CHAOS 
• BY BRIAN SHUSTER 
·Polly, stop it! You're embarrassing me with this 
cracker thing.• 
PA(il·. 21 
The Scorpions lost all credibility when Chainsaws 
toupee was knocked off by the bikers. 
"Hal. Hal. wake up1 Now 1! we can only find a plug " 
' , .. 
22 TIIF (TIIACAN 
The Ithacan is seeking a person to fill a paid, 
weekly position as Distribution Manager. 
All interested parties over the age of 21 should contact 
J. Michael Serino at 274-1036 
ThcITHACAN 
"The newspaper for the Ithaca College Community" 
Novt-.MHl:R 6. 1997 
Toast Ithaca! Roast Cortland! 
GOBOMBERSt 
CORTACA JUG. BONFIRE 
Friday, November 7, 1997 
Ithaca College 
7 p.m. - Campus Center Quad IIIIJII~~~ 
I th t f . b nf. .11 b ll d Student Alumni Association n e even o ram, o ire w1 e cance e 
SPORTS 
TIit. ITHACAN T11111<<;1>AY, N<>Vl·MBl·R 6, 1997 
Hobart down, Cortland to go 
By Adam 8. Ellick 
Ithacan Staff 
For Hohart on Saturday. mother nature':-, 
mi:-,crahlc weather was far more understanding 
than Itha1:a. 
Lake Cayuga, like Hohart (6-2). was harcly 
v1:-.ihlc as Ithaca (7-1) once agam cmharrasscd 
what was supposed to be a formidable 
opponent 35-13. 
"Ithaca is the best team we have played,'' 
said Hobart's head coach Michael Cragg. "We 
went against Union and I think Ithaca has a 
more high-powered offense." 
Junior quarterback Mike O'Donovan com-
pleted 18 of 37 passes for 258 yards, three 
opponent. You don't have to he very observant 
to rcali1c the importance of Ithaca':-, next game. 
Thi:-, year\ Cortland-Ithaca game features a 
7-1 Red Dragon :-,quad, ranked number one in 
the Upstate New York poll. Ithaca, ranked :-.ec-
ond, seeks to avenge last year's 40-13 Im, 
"This 1s revenge,'' Carley said. "They heat-
up on us la~, :-,cason. This is the way we like it 
This is the way we want it." 
"You can throw out the 7-1 record," said 
senior center Mark Dantuono. "Now we arc 
0-0." 
Springfield and St. Lawrence arc Ithaca and 
Cortland's only common opponents. Ithaca 
defeated both by a combined score of 83-21. 
Cortland heat both by a total of 71-8. 
While coache, and player, .ire callin)! 11 a 
playoff game, the Cortland )!amc will not 
definitely clim111atc Ithaca from the po,hea-
,on. lh final )!amc 1:-. at Buffalo State. Two 
win~ will a"urc Ithaca an extra )!amc But 11·, 
:-.till too early to predict lww ,1 :-.plll or two 
lo,sc, will dctcrm111e Ithaca·, chance:-. 
However, one thing for :-.urc 1:-. Butterfield 
Stadium will he packed with people. In 1995. 
12.511 people allcndcd the contc~t Tim year 
the game fall~ on lthac,1 College\ parent\ 
weekend 
The game still come~ down to the 22 men 
on the field. And the ~ca~on may come down to 
this game. Even the greediest of fans could not 
have wished for a more intense climax. 
touchdowns and no interception~ . ...----------------,...---------~m::ir"'!!"".!11~--
Ithaca 's first-stringers were yanked in 
the beginning of the fourth quarter with 
the Bombers leading 35-0. 
On a bitter afternoon, it was only 
appropriate for the defense to own this 
battle. The unit allowed 39 first-half 
yards, and totalled three turnovers and 
six sacks. 
"When you have that kind of weath-
er it's just conducive to our defense," 
said senior linebacker Tim Myslinski, 
who led Ithaca with nine tackles. "When 
it rains they have to run the ball and they 
could not run against· us." 
"The guys arc very close," said 
defensive line coach Blaise Faggiano. 
"When they arc in the huddle every guy 
looks at every guy and there is a 
confidence there." 
Junior end Tim Carley totalled three 
tackles and one sack. But numbers 
cannot measure the number of times he 
disruf')ted Hobart's backfield. 
"Timmy had one of the better games 
of his career," Faggiano said. "He came 
off the edge real well, made some big 
plays and really pressured their quarter-
back in the backfield." 
• .. 
The Bombers won't admit they're 
bored. But even if they are, their atten-
tion span will be consumed by their next 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holliday 
Sophomore running back Nick Dibble (25) fights to avoid two Hobart defenders In Saturday's 
35-13 Bomber home victory. Ithaca owns a 20-1-0 all-time series advantage over the Statesmen. 
Cortaca: more than just a jug 
By Jay Miller 
Sports Editor 
In 1930, the Cortland State 
Red Dragons defeated the Ithaca 
College Bombers 12-0. 
In 1959, sixteen meetings 
later, a tradition was born. 
Football players Tom Decker of 
Cortland State and Dick Carmean 
of Ithaca College purchased a 
ceramic jug for $2 in Homer. The 
two friends and 
competitors painted the jug red, 
white, blue and gold to represent 
the colors of the neighboring 
schools. Little did the two men 
know that their purchase would 
begin an epic battle between two 
Division III academic institu-
Trash or treasures? 
The following Is a samptlng of some of college football's 
more notable trophies. From Satulday Altemoon Madn6ss, 
by Bob Waldstein and Phil SIiverman with Wayne Ellis. 
J.mabx --Axe Stanford-Cal 
Enterprise Bell ~~ 
Tobacco Bowl ~Virginia Tech 
Victory ,Bell U~UQLA. 
Golden egg 01e·J,111M"Mirilseippl State 
Rag .- . iulant-l.$U -
Old Oaken Bucket Indiana-Purdue 
Soiled Undies Ouke-UNC 
Brass Spitoon Michigan State-Indiana 
Platypus Bowl Oregon State-Oregon 
llllbuck Illinois-Ohio State 
Indian Princess Dartmouth-Cornell 
Tea Cup ' Clemson-South Carolina 
Little Cannon Purdue-Illinois 
Locomotive Bell Nevada-Pacific 
Buffalo Head Colorado-Nebraska 
Tydings Maryland-Virginia 
Beer Keg Kentucky-Tennessee 
Old Frying Pan TCU-SMU 
· Peace Pipe Oklahoma-Missouri 
Outhouse W. Virginia-Virginia 
Tech Bell Clapper Oklahoma-Oklahoma State 
lions. Though the Bombers were (NJ) 41-6. 
13-7 IQsers in the first ever '"jug Few rivalries in professional 
game," they own a 32-20-3 sports can challenge the intcn-
record all-time and a 27-11 .... sity m collegiate athletics, and 
edge in the notorious battle ;~ according to Sports 
for the container. , 0 ' ·*·, Illustrated, few college 
. In 1995, Ithaca ban- .!~~:\,:- · ~:(\ football match up~ c~m 
1shed the Red Dragons •• , ' • · · , challenge the mtcnslly 
from the South Hill 1 ~-s·.p,:;~ffe7it.,'i~ of Cortland-Ithaca. 
35-19 in front of a Each game between 
record crowd of the Route 13 foes 
I 2 , 5 I I f a n s becomes more of a war 
(Butterfield Stadium Not only arc the two 
holds 5,000) in frecz- schools advcrsanc~ on 
ing temperatures and the gnd,ron, hut on other 
blinding snow. Several athletic avenues as well. 
spectators were perched in trees This fall, Cortland and Ithaca 
due to the lack of seating. staged intense battle~ on the fields 
In 1996, the Jug was and on the court. Ithaca has dom-
rccaptured by the Red Dragons in inatcd Cortland so far this fall, 
a 41-13 Cortland victory before victorious in men':-, (3-1) and 
7,500 at Carl "Chugger" Davis women's (3-0) soccer, field hock-
Ficld. Ithaca had won three m a cy ( 1-0) and volleyball (2 victo-
row before last year's loss in ric~). 
which it commillcd four While all meeting~ hetwcen 
turnovers and was penalized 14 the team~ arc filled w11h phy:-,1cal 
tune~ for I04 yards. play. tra:-,h talking and inten,lly. 
On Saturday, the Bomhcr~ the confrnntat111n on the gmhmn 
and Red Dragon~ will take to ,~ the \\ ildc~t 
Bullcrficld Stadium 111 the 39th l'mk. h1agg111g nghh. a lii--el~ 
Cortaca Jug game and playolf hl·rth ,111d. ul ,-,1ur,e. the 
compete for the rl)!ht to have the11 m11,1 ,11ught·,lfll'I f)ll'Cl' Pl c·l,1\ 
victory m:-,cnhcd on the Jug th1, ,Ilk ,1! Rllg,111·, C,•11\l'I :111d 
Both ,quad, \\di enter the- ll,111{, 1-t,h l·I\ .11L· 111 till· 
annu,11 challc11ge \\Ith one 111,~ pill\c·il,1,tl h,tl.:nl,· I! 1, 111111,· 
Ithaca l0,1 to Mercyhur~t I().:,_ 1h.111 1u,: .1 :u;· 1: 1, 111'11l· 111.11: 
while the Dragom fell lo Ro\\ an Ill,! ,I !.!,II I IL. 
l'.\<,I 2 ~ 
Tale of two cities 
Carl "Chuggc1"' Dav,, Field 111 
Cortland wa, only about a fivc-
mmutc walk from the nc1ghhor-
hood where I grew up. I watched 
many memorable game:-. played 
by the Cortland Red Dragon, 
football team when I wa, a 
younptcr And every other year. 
of e<>ur,c. my friend:-. and I would 
look forward to 'The Tug for the 
Jug," when the Ithaca College 
Bomber, would roll into town 
Before I enrol led at Ithaca. I had 
no problem deciding \\ho I \\ould 
root for 
That all changed 111 I 1J95. 
though. when I chme to ,1ttend 
I t h a c ,1 .----------. 
Co\lc)!c. I 
v.anted to 
pur:-.uc a 
degree 
in Journal-
1~m-ncw:-.-
paper:-, and 
rnaga11nc:-. 
have alway:-. 
had a :-.pe-
c1al place 111 
my heart 
Staying 
home never 
cro:-.sed my 
mind. Neither did the Cortaca Jug 
matchup. 
You sec, every football player 
and football fan loob forwa,d Lo 
this weekend with great anticipa-
tion. The Cortaca Jug game was 
given the label of "Biggest Little 
Game in the Nation," by Sports 
Illustrated. Playoff 1mplicat1om 
always seem to hinge on the out-
come of the game. and thi:-. 
weekend will he no different. 
For all the first-year studcnh 
and those who have never experi-
enced a Cortaca Ju)! matchup. 
you have never seen anythmg hke 
it-and prohably never will 
again. More than I 0.000 fam will 
pack Bu11crf1cld Stadium on 
Saturday--<lrunk. :-.toned. halllH.:1-
nating. etc. for the gridiron da,-
s1c. The actual game will become 
a ~1dcshow at tune~. Much hhc 11 
did la:-.t year at Cortland. 
I've been a:-.ked almmt from 
my first day here who I root for 
My school or my home. It\ hl--c 
asking a native New Yorhcr wll(I 
lives in Boston lo cheer for the 
Red Sox. It\ a hard chmcl'--·onc 
filled with many confl1ct111g 
emotion~. I never gave 11 much 
thought until I arrived 
I cheer for the Bomhn, 
though and ri~I-- the baci--la,h 110111 
Ill) lifelong fr1emb and l.111111~ It 
1,; not an ea,) d1P1l·L· But I I 1gurc· 
11 I\ the k,hl I Clluld dP 1, 1 1u,1i1, 
an l'd11c·at1Pn 1h,11 1, 1un11111'.: \\c·II 
llH'I ',l(H).()1)(1 
i'lh.' 1,.11'\ l 1l !..'lil!1..,lll1 I! 1-. .\!l 
L'll 111 l' I\ , I 11: ~·: ... · 11 1 ' ''I; .. i', \II,: 
lh.11 1, Ii, 1\' ,,. 
I ll'l l" : 11 I I,. I ' 
\( !',' ,, \1, I 
11:.' /·. i •' • 
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Homhcr aquatics underway 
Men's club volleyball gels set 
The Bombers will participate in two upcoming 
intercollegiate athletics event~. At Cortland on 
Friday at 7 p.m., the men\ cluh volleyhall team 
will challenge its rival in the Inter-Region Classic. 
On Saturday al a site yet to he determined, Ithaca 
will take part 111 the NCAA Vollcyhall Reg1onab. 
Cortaca Jug ticket,; 
The men's and women's sw1111mmg and d1v111g 
learn~ opened their ~ca~on~ Saturday al thL' 
Rochc~tcr Harvest Relay~ at thL' l ln1vL'r~11y ol 
Rochc~tcr. The women·~ IL'am wa~ v1ctonou~ 111 
L'1gh1 of the nmc relay event~ and placed ~ccond 
III the divmg compc1111011 to claim the 111lc. Big 
rnntrihutors lo Blue and Gold ~uccc\~ were _1u111or 
Renee l-lclbok, who look par! III ~IX W1I1111I1g 
relay~. sophomore Jennifer Souder (5). ~opho-
morc Marisa D'Ora1.io (4) and JUnHir Oma 
Porterfield (3). The team 1s hack in action al 
William Smith on Saturday. 
Tid,L'h for the llhaL·a-Corlland loolhall game 
arc availahlc in the Athletic~ Department office, 
located 111 113 Ccrrachc Center. Ithaca and 
Cortl,md ~tudcnh w11h college 1dcn11ficalHH1~ 
•ccc1ve lrcc ad111111ancc. while adult ticket\ a1c $4 
an~I ~c111or c1111cn and lugh ~chool ~ludcnt lid.ch 
.ire $2. Advance 11cl-.c1 purcha~c 1~ recommended 
10 make entry to the ~tadium ca~1cr. Spectators 
who choo~c to park on route 968 arc reminded 
that the hack entrance to Bu11crl1cld Stadium will 
he open to avoid congc~tion. The entrance can he 
accc~~cd by walking through the South Hill Fire 
Department parl-.mg lot and around the hack of 
Ccrrachc Center 
Newly formed dance club 
Ithaca College Unbound is a newly formed 
dance cluh dedicated lo c..lances of all styles. No 
experience is necessary lO join. The club will help 
member~ learn more about choreography and per-
forming, as well as offer dance workshops. The 
cluh's first general meeting is on Thursday, Nov. 6, 
at 8 p.m., in McDonald Lounge in the Campus 
Center. 
The men\ team placed fourth out of 11 ~quads 
at the meet. Senior Brian Barhcr, Junior Scott 
Pavlick and junior Kurt Jorgcn~cn were memher~ 
of the 300-yard medley relay trill that placed sec-
ond in a strong showing for the Bombers. Barher, 
Pavlick, senmr Tim Mar~hall and sophomore Rob 
Finne each participated on three third-place relay 
unib. Ithaca's next meet is on Wednesday versus 
Alfred. Help rally on the Bombers 
Junior varsity football falls 
The junior varsity football team (0-5) dropped 
its fifth consecutive game of the season Friday, 
losing lo Canton Tech 54-9. The Bombers got off 
to a rough start, committing three turnovers, 
which led to a 33-0 Northstar halftime lead. 
On the eve of Saturday's jug-deciding football 
game, there will be a pep rally and bonfire held on 
the Campus Center Quad at 7 p.m. to fire up the 
Blue and Gold. The event is sponsored by the 
Student Alumni Association. Join coaches, foot-
ball players and other Ithaca students as the team 
prepares for its rival game versus Cortland to take 
place on Saturday. Entertainment will be provided 
by the Ithaca Pep Band and the Dance Team. 
Late 111 the third quarter, Ithaca got on the 
hoard with a 49-yard option pass from freshman 
split end Ted Sullivan to classmate flanker Scott 
Hied. Ithaca has a week off before competing at 
Cayuga County Community College on Nov. 14. 
Compiled by Michelle Dorsch and Krisdn 
Maenzen 
NCAA bid for field hockey 
By Jim Caton and Kelly 
Jo McKernan 
Ithacan Staff 
field hockey head coach 
Tracey Houk ~acriticed a chance 
al her first slate championship 
over the wecl-.cnd 111 order lo pre-
~crve a chance al a nal1onal title. 
The team was denied an 
opportuml) to redeem Its regular 
\Ca~on 2-1 overtime Im~ lo 
William Srrnth hy Mother 
Nature\ torrential downpours 
Sunday. Nov. 2, at the New York 
Stale Women's Collegiate 
Athletic As~m:ialion (NYSW-
C AA) finals. 
Ram ~hower~ that hegan 
Saturday afternoon left the field 
wet, muddy and treacherous. By 
reaching the fmals, hoth team~ 
were virtually as~ured an NCAA 
playoff hid. Rather than risk 
injuries, the two heac..1 coaches 
anc..1 the NYSWC AA ~ile director 
decided lo cancel the game. The 
two teams were dcclarec..1 co-slate 
champion~ hy NYSWCAA. 
"During the consolation game, 
I watched two sticks fly 15 yards, 
and everyone was co_vercd with 
mud," Houk said. "We really 
wanted lo play, but it didn't affect 
gettmg mlo nationals." 
Although the players were dis-
appointec..l about the cancellation 
anc..l hcing denied another shot at 
William Smith, they knew the 
c..lecision wa~ for the he~l. 
"[The f1elc..ll was a mess," 
senior Alexa Houser said. "It 
wa~n 't worth 11 lo risk injury just 
lo c..lccic..le who was official state 
champs." 
Ithaca ac..lvanced to the finals 
with a 2-0 victory over rival 
Cortland Saturday. The victory 
was llhaca's second over the Red 
Dragon~ this season, after losing 
every matchup since I 991. 
Houser and fellow senior 
Mcghan Gehrig scored the pair of 
goals for the Bombers m their 
fmal appearance at the stale 
championships. Senior tri-captain 
Leslie Greene notched an assist 
for the Blue and Gold. 
The Bomber defense dominat-
ed Cortland and needed to call on 
junior goalkeeper Jen Stoneburg 
for only three saves in the cage. 
"We didn't stop this time. We 
dominated and controlled the 
game," senior tri-captain Kim 
McCrosson said. "We just contin-
ued to hammer away at 
[Cortland]." 
Ten different players have 
recorded points for the Bombers 
this season. Junior Kelli Coppola 
said the team's depth is essential 
in the postseason. 
"Teamwork is crucial to our 
success because no one is a super-
star on our team," she said. 
"Somebody different steps up 
every game." 
The Bombers ( 13-7) make 
their 15th NCAA Division III 
tournament appearance on 
Saturday, Nov. 8, taking on 
Eastern Mennonite College, Pa. 
( 18-1 ) at Lebanon Valley. The 
NCAA playoff berth is the sev-
enth consecutive for the Blue and 
Gold. 
BII~LIARDS LOUNGE 
171 E. State Street 
Lower Level, Center Ithaca 
(Enter Green Street Side) 
15 of the Best Pool Tables in Ithaca 
272-7665 ARCADES TOO 
NO\'PMBER 6, 1997 
Compiled by John Davis and Lindsey Saltzgiver 
What do you think the outcome 
of the Ithaca vs. Cortland football 
game will be? 
"Ithaca wlll win 31-28. I think Ithaca's defense 
has the ablllty to contain Cortland's offense. If 
O'Donovan can pass llke he's capable of, they 
should win the ballgame." 
Scott Allen '01 
Exploratory 
"Bombers defeat Cortland, 21 · 7." 
Leah Beaulieu '99 
Biology 
"I think Hhaca Is hungry for a win after losing 
last year. Bombers win, 28-14." 
Nester 0. Bond '99 
Exercise· Science 
"Ithaca dominates for the parents' weekend 
crowd, winning 20-6." 
Julie Ellis '99 
Accounting 
"Hhaca wUI win 24-18." 
David Fazel::as '00 
Exploratory 
"I'm ll•lnt It . ....-s out In ow tavar, because 
It's tfillg_~ around here. Ithaca~ 30-15.• 
·· · · · ,:. Jackie: Guida '01 
Athletic Training/Exercise Science 
"Ithaca will win by two touchdowns." 
Todd Lecl::inger '98 
Marl::eting 
"I'll root for Ithaca. It will be 24-13 Bombers." 
Keith Tylecl::i '99 
Economics 
"Tough game, but Ithaca wlll come out on top." 
Michelle Vavaro '01 
Biology 
"Ithaca la a better team and they should come 
out on top at home." 
Alexis We'r,er '01 
Corporate Communications 
Next w-k's question: 
Do you think the Professional· Women's 
B•aketball Leagues will be successful and 
why? 
Drop off your response at the Ithacan office In Park 269, e-mail us at 
lthacanOithaca.edu or call 274-1017. Your thoughts are due by Monday 
at 5 p.m. 
HRTHEL GH,O"VE 
BIDLE O.H.CJ.I&O .. 
1763 Slaterville Road (Rt. 796), Ithaca 
271~3333 
Non-formal Worship Service . 
Educational Opportunities (Nursery-Adult) 
Traditional Worship Service 
Please visit our Web Site! 
http:/ /www.bg.org/bg 
8:30 a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
; 
r 
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Ithaca "didn't need to win that game." 
By Matthew Schultz 
and Pete Sheridan 
lthncnn Stnff 
Ithaca entered Saturday"s 
game against Genesco ranked 3rd 
111 the nation with a guaranteed 
playolf spot and a 13-2-0 record. 
The only thing the Bornhcrs stood 
10 lose in the game was their 
· evcn-l!ame wmninl! streak. and 
they dill. I he Homhcrs lost 1-0 
111 ovcrlirne lo the 
(12-6-1) 
. __..t{,. ., ... 
~~----· 
.-... ,,. ..... .,.,. 
Knighls. 
"We didn'I need lo wm lhat 
game." senior fullhack Dan Katt. 
said. "It wasn't an 11nportan1 
game for us hccause we hall 
already made the playoffs. It was 
prelly much for seeding." 
Despite outshootmg their 
opponcnls 16-8. the Bornhcrs 
were unahlc to fm1sh shots and 
secure a wm. The game was 
only lhc second lime Ithaca 
had heen shut oul all year. 
"We didn't really ever 
gel into the game," senior 
midfielder l\fa11 Morrn,on 
said. "We had " coupk ol 
opportunities 1ha1 1f \Ve 
had lin1shcd. II v.ould 
have been a d1lle1cnt 
game. We _1u,1 couldn · I 
put the ball away" 
Saturday·, 
game was Llllficull for 
the players to gel excit-
ed about. The field condi110n~ 
were homhle and head coach 
Andy Byrne Jec1ded to _1uggle the 
lines in order to get 111.1urcd play-
ers ready ro~ 1he tournament. 
"It was a prelly tough game to 
. play," Kalz said. "It was pour-
~ . . d 
·._:..il , mg ram, an our 
· • 'i,~·~;:-~. coach moved the ., ~·,_ ,. ,. ' 
Th Ith /J M.11 line-up around a lllllc e acan ay I er h' 1 1 . k 1 1. 1 Senior striker Rob Perman has turned many it. t 11n a 1!t 0 _ 1 ie 
comers on offense for Ithaca's men in '97. players took II hght-
ELEVATION 
The Ithacan/Gary Cotti 
Freshman Brett Nolan (white shirt) attempts • Jump shot 
while senior Bob Ruggiero looks on In Monday night's 
men's Intramural basketball game In Gym II of the HIii 
Center. Intramural basketball began on Tuesday, Oct. 2. 
ly. They snuck up on u, and 
played well." 
On Saturday. Nov. 8, the 
Bomhcrs welcome Kean College 
of New Jersey ( 17-1) IO the Upper 
Terrace Field. The Cougar~ arc 
ranked tlmd 111 1he nation. The 
'lUlcomc of tlw, game ha, no 
hearing on the playoffs except for 
secdmg purpo,c,, accordmg lo 
Byrne. 
"Both team~ have their po~1-
11011~ 111 the tournament pretty 
lllUch secure:· Byrne said. 'The 
bid~ havcn·1 been g1\'cn out hut 
hoth learm arc rn po,llr<Jn lo gel 
11110 1he 1m11 namenl .. 
·111c Bomber, ;uc more con-
cerned with prcpa11ng llll lhc 
1ourna111c111 ,1nd 1lm ga111c g1\c, 
lhcm the l)pptlllUllll) lo do ,o. 
··11 will he· good prcpa1a1w11 
frn 1hc 1ournalllcn1,'· M01r1,011 
,aid. "It wrll be the cal1her ol 
team we \~rll be pla) 111g for lhc 
rest of the year .. 
When the Cou_!!ars from Kean 
arrive at Ithaca on Saturda). thC) 
may have more fan, in the 
bleachers than the Bomber~. The 
t:ontesl starts al I p.111 .. nghl in 
the nmldlc of the Ithaca-Cortland 
foothall game. 
"I think everyone on the team 
would rather he out playmg soc-
cer than gomg to the foothall 
game," Morrison said. "It\ the 
lasl regular season 
game and lhc last home 
game for the senior,." 
Both Kean and 
Ithaca have laced s11111-
lar opponents through-
out the season. The 
Cougars defeated 
North Ada1m, 7-3. 
Scranton. 6-0 and RPI, 
-1-0. llhaca defeated all 
three leam, as well. 4-
1. 4- I and 4-0 
The Cougar, face a 
tough Ithaca defense to 
penetrate. led hy the 
tl11ec,ome ol Kat,, 
1un11,r Jo~h Hyman and 
I I cs h 111 an Todd 
l\,1cC11r1111 ck T It e 
S1>uth Hrll ,quad has 
,dlowcd onl1 12 g11,1h 
tl11s ,ca~on. 
The playof I picture 
for the Bomber, 
depends on their wed. 
Ithaca 1~ ranked tlurd 111 
the Nonhca,t Region. 
hehmd the Univcr\ll)' 
of Rochester ( 12- I -3) 
and Fredonia ( 14-3- I). 
The Blue and Gold 
The Ithacan/Jay Miller 
Sophomore midfielder Joao Valerio will try 
to contain a quick Kean side on Saturday. 
Rochester earlier m the year 2-1, 
but the Yellow.1ackets have not 
dropped a game since and hold 
the region's top spot. 
Rochester and Fredonia hat-
game. The game \\Clll Ill d11uhk 
O\'Crllll!C, ending 111 ,I 0-0 lie. ,\ 
wm agam~l KL:an Clluld ,dim\ lhL· 
Bombers lo ,lip pa,1 Fredonia ,md 
Rod1e,1cr 111 the rank111_!!, 
Women penalized, ousted 
By Darryl Haberman 
and Christopher 
O'Connell 
Ithacan Sta ff 
In the NCAA Division fII 
regional playoffs at Elmira 
Wednesday, the season all came · 
down to one shot. 
Senior midfielder Heather 
Edwards of the Ithaca College 
women's soccer squad was the 
last of five players m a 1ens10n-
filled shootout. Edwards. who 
went pointless during the regular 
season, had a chance to make up 
for a lackluster season with one 
penalty shot. A goal would send 
her team to the next round of the 
playoffs. But, like they had all 
season when playing better 
teams, the Bombers failed to 
come home winners, losing 3-2 in 
penalty kicks after a 1-1 draw. 
"When I rcnect on the season, 
I think I'll rememher most that 
we surpassed everyone's expecta-
tions," said head coach Mindy 
Quigg. "I won't dwell on the fact 
that we didn ·1 heat Nalareth, 
Elmira and William Smi1h. I'll 
dwell that we finished 10-5-3." 
This season, trips to Elmira 
( 13-3- I) have signified "end" for 
llhaca. During the regular season, 
a Golden Eagle goal slopped a 
500-minute Bomber-opponent 
scoreless ~trcak. The 3-1 loss ter-
minated Ithaca's season-high, six-
game winning streak. 
In the 33rd minute. midfielder 
Alison Conte scored El111ira's 
lone goal with an assist from 
striker Sulannc Weller, who 
scored two goals in the team,· 
other meeting of the season. In 
lhe 681h minule, Blue and Gold 
freshman striker Sammc Miller 
tallied her team-leading seventh 
goal to knot the score at one. 
"II was a great goal," junior 
stopper Nicole Tropea said. "II 
picked us up and helped us to 
play up to our abilities hccausc it 
lifted our confidence." 
The nets remained untouched 
through the rcmainLlcr of regula-
tion, an overume scs~1on and a 
sudden death penod. 
"We played really well 111 a 
really eight game," ~aid Quigg, 
who is now .400 in the pmtsca-
son. "We didn't play well in the 
first half and I think we were 
lucky to get out of the half down 
1-0. In the second half and in the 
overtimes, we played excellent 
and dominated.'' 
A winner could nol hi: decided 
after 150 minute~. Both squads 
reverted to their soccer roots m a 
simple game of one-on-one: 
penalty kicks. Afti:r an Elrrnra 
score, senior sweeper Jamie 
Bonier tied the match al one. 
Conte, the only Golden Eagle to 
find the hack of the net during the 
game, missed high. Next, Tropea 
gave her team lls last advantage 
of the season. Elmira answered 
with a tally of its own to tic it at 
two. After Elmira and Ithaca 
missed two apiece, Edwards had 
a chance 10 win it. 
She envisioned the ball gomg 
into the net 
like she had 
all week in 
practice. 
Success 
meant a date 
W I I h 
William 
Smith on 
Saturday. 
F" i I u re 
would send 
the shootout 
lo sudden 
death. 
"[Heather! 
JUSl didn't 
hit the shot 
~he had 
heen nailing 
all week I in 
practice I." 
said Quigg, 
W h O s e 
choices for 
determmcd dur 111g pr,1c11ce 
After Elnma ,cored the go-
ahead goal 111 the ,udden-death 
scssllln, scmor c1,-eapta1n Bui I 1 
Long failcu to Cllnvcrr Iler la,1 
shot a~ a Bomhcr. In their rnml 
trying moments. Edv. a1 d~ and 
Long each failed 111 the clutch. 
Edwards. \\ho leave, the 
South Hill with 18 career po1111". 
would rather not he remL'mhercd 
for her l.i~I game .i, ;1 Bo111hL'f. hut 
for her en lire four) car, 
"I cannot p111pom1 my TJJllsl 
mernorahlc cxpcncncc." she ,;11d 
"Thi~ past season " 1110~1 111enH>-
rable because 11 \\a, Ill) b,1. It', 
defm11ely cmot10nal." 
Quigg sa1J, "[ThL' g,lllll' I 
seems like a Im~ hec;1u, 1: we d1d-
n ·1 advance. We had a great ,ea-
:-,on and have no rca~on to hang 
our heads. We have lo reml'mhcr 
what got us here-talented lir~l-
ycar players led hy a mature corp, 
of upperclassmen." 
With the current crop of hud-
dmg stars, Bomber playoff ~uc-
cc~s is imminent. 
The Ithacan/Jay Miller 
P c n a I t Y In Wednesday's penalty kicks, junior stopper Nicole 
shots were Tropea converted the Bombers' last goal of the year. 
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Off-field problems plague football squad 
By Adam-8. Ellick 
Ithacan Staff 
The law has proved to he the 
only legitimate opponent which 
ha~ recently faced the 7-1 Ithaca 
College foothall team. On five 
separate occasions tlw, season, 
the Bomhers, who have outscored 
their opponents 278-95, have had 
players ,irre~ted hy Ithaca City 
Police and suspended from play 
by head coach Mike Welch. 
Sent<>r noseguard David 
Lupia is the latest Bomber side-
! med for off-field actions. He was 
arrested in connecllon with two 
counts of third-degree assault on 
Oct. 25 for recklcs~ly and inten-
tionally cam,ing inJury to a 21-
ycar-old male, according to 
police. Lupia pleaded not guilty 
at Ithaca City Court Wednesday. 
His next court date is Nov. 24. 
"I plead not guilty hecau~e of 
~elf-defense," Lupia said. 
The arrest follows an mc1dcnt 
at rmdnight on Oct. 25 when 
Lupia allegedly punched the v1c-
t1111 at Cluh Seme~ter's in Ithaca. 
police said 
Upon arrival at the scene, 
police found the alleged victim 
lying on the noor, badly hlceding 
from head injuries. Police trans-
ported the alleged victim to 
Cayuga Medical Center. 
According to the accusatory 
THE OPPONENT 
Cortland 
(Div. III) Cortland, N.Y. 
Head Coach: Dan MacNeill 
Captains: Sr. DE Jason 
Birchard, Sr. WR Anthony 
Falco, Sr. DT Greg Jackson, 
Sr. OG Brian McAvan 
Last Weck: Won agam~t 
Springfield. 24-8. 
HEAD TO HEAD 
All-Time Series: Ithaca leads 
32-20-3 
Last Meeting: Cortland won at 
home, 41-13 
Common Opponents: St. 
Lawrence: Ithaca won 41-6, 
Cortland won 47-0 
statement, he 
suffered a 
swollen face 
and a lacer-
ated lip and 
scalp, which 
required ~ev-
eral ~taplcs 
to clo~e. 
Sources 
close to the David Lupia 
alleged victim ~aid he wa~ 
relea~ed on Oct. 2K. 
The alleged victim would not 
comment due to legal rcstnct1ons. 
Welch su~pended Lup1a from 
la~t week's Hohart game and thi~ 
week's game with Cortland. 
"No final dec1s1on has hcen 
made," Welch ~aid m regard to 
Lup1a\ status with the team. 
Lup1a said he expects 
Welch'~ final dec1~ion on 
Monday. 
"It ·s an example of poor 
Judgement," said ~enior corner-
hack Dave Nelson, who noted 
he\ not upset with Lup1a. "It's an 
i~suc of what 1s more 11nportant. 
Arc ~ports more important or arc 
other thrngs more important? 
[Lupia! did what he had to do." 
The following incidents 
involved Ithaca College foothall 
players this season: 
• On Oct. 19, junior guard 
Ryan Van Gerena was arrested at 
Club Semester's in connection 
Springfield: Ithaca won 42-15, 
Cortland won 24-8 
Rankings: Cortland 1s second in 
the NCAA East Region; Ithaca is 
third. 
INJURY REPORT 
Cortland: Will not announce 
Ithaca: Out: Sr. OG Rob Paoletti 
(ankle); Sr. NG David Lupia and 
Jr. OG Ryan Van Gerena 
(suspended) 
KEY PLAYERS 
The Cortland defense shut out 
two teams and held opponents 
hclow 14 points four times this 
season. Senior linebacker Kyle 
Tave (70 tackles) leads a unit that 
wtth criminal mi~chief charges. 
Welch said Van Gerena is sus-
pended until further notice. He 
has not played s111ce. 
• On Sept. 14, Lup1a wa~ 
arrested for allegedly dnvrng 
under the influence. Welch -.u~-
pended Lup1a for one game. 
• On Sept. 7, senior punter 
Scott Ernst was ,irre~ted on cam-
pus m connection with five mis-
demeanors and one violation. 
Ernst was suspended from the 
College for one year. 
• On Sept. 7. m the ~ame 
incident. juntor lineman David 
Kim was arrested in connection 
with one violation of disorderly 
conduct. Kun was given commu-
nity service and suspended hy 
Welch for one game. The two 
allegedly threatened three girls 
with a haschall hat. 
Sources close to the team ~aid 
Welch ordered players not to fre-
quent Cluh Semester's on 
Saturday, Nov. I. Saturday night 
is the only time team captains per-
mit players to drink. 
"They arc still welcome 
here," said Cluh Semester manag-
er Stavro Stavropoulos, who 
added the team was not at the club 
Saturday. "The incidents were just 
bad luck. They are still playing 
great, and they are still winning." 
However, winning is not the 
only goal, said Dr. Don Beck, a 
has accumulated 27 sacks and 20 
turnovers. Senior safety Matt 
Bruce has 61 tackles. 
As the perfonnance of fresh-
man running back Omar Darling 
goes, so goes the Red Dragon 
offense. Darling has gained 958 
yards rushing for 15 touchdowns, 
tying the Cortland single-season 
touchdown record. Senior quar-
terback Rob Hale has thrown for 
12 touchdowns and ranks fourth 
in passing efficiency ( 121.02) in 
Upstate New York. Hale's go-to-
guy~ Anthony Falco ( 45 recep-
tions, 498 yards, two touch-
downs), is joined in the wide 
receiving corps by Erick Bernard, 
who averages I 8.1 yards a recep-
tion. 
STAFF PREDICTIONS 
Jay Miller, Sports Editor: 
"Parents weekend, playoff impli-
cations, the jug, Bomber blue, 
Cortland red ... At Butterfield, 
with the every-three-years-
Cortland-wins theory, the 
revenge-for-killing-us-last-season 
theory and most importantly, God 
"Personality character is a feeling of invincibili-
ty. They are the premier students, like peacocks 
who strut around. They get the girls they want. 
Someone will get them out of trouble because 
they want to win the championship. " 
- Dr. Don Beck, director of National Values Center and 
__ _ _ _ _ sp9~ts psyc~ologist 
nationally-known sports psychol-
ogist. He is the director of the 
National Values Center in 
Denton. Tcxa~. Beck has also 
studied the NFL's Dallas 
Cowboys for 30 years. 
"Personality character is a 
feeling of invincihility," he said 
in reference to the Bomhcrs' trou-
hles. "They arc the premier stu-
dents, hke peacocks who strut 
around. They get the girls they 
want. Someone will get them out 
of trouble because they want to 
wm the championship." 
Welch had no comment 
regardmg the program's reputa-
tmn. 
On the field, the defense has 
handled opponents with ease, 
giving up an average of less than 
12 points a game. The defensive 
line is the deepest position on the 
team. 
But Lupia's loss was not 
timely. Ithaca's biggest game of 
the year is two days away. It will 
miss Lupia's 32 tackles and four 
is a Bomber fan: 42-10." 
Margie Obreza, Sports Editor: 
"Ithaca stops the Red Dragon 
running game to tug the jug 
away, 24-19." 
Adam B. Ellick, footb.Rll beat 
writer: "Two weeks ago, I was 
ready to pick Cortland, but after 
the last two games you can't go 
against the Bomber 'D'. Well you 
can, but I won't. Ithaca, 30-19." 
Jon Albart, Ithacan Staff: "The· 
Bombers regain the Cortaca Jug, 
squeaking out a 21-20 victory." 
GUEST PREDICTIONS 
Jon Fink, ICTV commentator: 
"Bombers, 35-20. Drunk fans 
forget to watch the game but 
watch the re-air on ICfV at 7 
p.m. on channel 54." 
Steve Infanti, WicB game 
commentator: "Ithaca edges 
Cortland 21-17, taking back the 
jug." 
~acks in six games. 
··1 know the guys arc upset 
with the fact that I am not play-
ing," Lupia said. "It's a problem l 
need to deal with. They need to 
go on and continue playing solid 
football." 
"You hear [Lupia] talking a 
lot-nothing bad-he's just an 
intense kid that brings a little 
extra something," said senior 
linebacker Tim Myslinski, who 
leads the team with 69 tackles. 
Intensity has been evident in 
Beck's studies. 
"Different individuals arc 
biologically wired where they 
have the kind of thrill-seeking 
personality," Beck said. "It's a 
primitive value system. We arc 
challenged and we attack back 
physically. This 'king of the hill' 
feeling of invincibility will 
destroy. Every success produces 
new problems." 
There are more than 60 
Ithaca College varsity football 
players. 
Jaime Mather, WICB game 
commentator: "Ithaca wins 
21-17. Defense steps it up 
while the snow falls down." 
Kevin Nicholson, The 
Gridiron Report host: "The 
elements will dictate play. 
O'Donovan played well last 
week in the rain. Defense 
shuts down Darling on its way 
to eight in a row. Ithaca wins, 
24-9." 
Rich Ruffing, Springfield 
College senior comerback: 
"Cortland wins, 31-14." 
Anthony Wilson, Dragon 
Chronicle Sports Editor: 
"Cortland repeats last year's 
41-13 victory." 
G. Matt Yale, Cortland 
Sports Information intern, 
former Ithacan Sports 
Editor: "Ithaca 35, Cortland 
34." 
Compiled by Jon Albart 
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By -T-he· Numbers 
Volleyball {28-5) 
No games scheduled 
Men's Soccer f 13-3) 
Saturday, 11/1 
Geneseo def. Ithaca 1-0 (OT) 
Field Hockey ll 3-7) 
Saturday, 11/1 
Ithaca def. Cortland 2-0 
Sunday, 11/2 
Ithaca vs. William Smith 
Canceled 
Football <7-1) 
Saturday, 11/1 
Ithaca def. Hobart 35-13 
Women's Soccer (l 0-4-4) 
Wednesday, 11/5 
Elmira def. Ithaca 3-2 
Women's Cross Country (1-o) 
No races scheduled 
Men's Cross Country (0-1) 
No races scheduled 
Field Hockey 
vs. Eastern Mennonite 
@ Lebanon Valley 
Saturday, 11/8 
Field hockey is back in the NCAA 
playoffs for the eighth consecutive sea-
son, facing Eastern Mennonite, Pa. in 
the first round of the regional semifi-
nals. Sunday, Ithaca was declared co-
champions of the NYSWCAA tourna-
ment along with William Smith after the 
championship game was rained out. 
The Bombers advanced to the finals, 
defeating Cortland, 2-0 Saturday. 
Success has not been on Ithaca's side 
in past playoffs as it holds a 3-7 record 
since 1990. The squad attempts to 
improve its playoff record against the 
Royals. The winner plays in the NCAA 
quarterfinals on Sunday. 
... 1,, ! . 
~ Opponent 
1996 Lebanon Valley 
1995 Williams 
1994 Middlebury 
1993 Susquehanna 
Cortland 
1 992 Oneonta 
William Smith 
1991 Ohio Wesleyan 
Lock Haven 
1990 William Smith 
Result 
L 0-1 OT 
L 0-2 
L 2-3 
W 2-1 
L 0-1 
W 1-0 
L 1-2 
W 3-1 
L 1-2 
L 1-5 
Overall Playoff Record: 11-12 (.478) 
fiat Opponent ~ 
1996 William Smith W 3-0 
Binghamton W 1-0 OT 
College of New Jersey L 0-2 
1994 Geneseo L 0-1 OT 
1993 Geneseo W 1-0 OT 
William Smith L 0-1 OT 
1992 Cortland L 0-0 OT 
1991 North Carolina Wesleyan 
W 1-0 
Trenton State W 1-0 
Cal-San Diego W 1-0 
Rochester* W 2-0 
1990 Plymouth State W 0-0 OT 
Salem State W 1-0 
Methodist W 1-0 
Cortland W 0-0 OT 
*NCAA Championship game 
Overall Playoff Record: 13-6-4 (.652) 
Writers 
wanted 
The Ithacan is looking for 
organized and motivated 
individuals to serve as news 
reporters for the remainder of 
the 1997-98 academic year. 
Journalism experience is not 
required. For more information, 
call Chuck or Bryan at 
274-3208 
ThcITHACAN 
"The new.~paper for tlr<· Ithaca Coll1·F,t' Co11m1111111r" 
Ithaca athletes In 1tal1cs: 
Rushing Att. Yds. Avg. TD 
Nick Dibble 126 678 5.4 7 
Omar Darling 161 858 5.3 15 
Passing Att. Comp. Yds. TD 
Mike 
O'Donovan 265 153 2,085 21 
Rob Hale 237 132 1,467 12 
Receiving No. 
Mike 
Yds. Avg. TD 
Buddenhagen 32 471 14.7 0 
Anthony Falco 45 498 11.1 3 
Tackles Total Solo Assists 
Kyle Tave 70 23 47 
Tim Myslinski 69 9 60 
Sacks Total 
Scott Frieary 6 
Greg Jackson 5.5 
ToIDn ~ ~ 
Volleyball 
Football 
Men's Soccer 
Women's Soccer 
Field Hockey 
Women's Tennis 
:rum 
Football 
Men's Soccer 
:rum 
Me·:'s Soccer 
13 9/13-9/30 
7 9/20-present 
7 10/1-10/28 
6 9/14-10/1 
5 9/3-9/20 
3 10n-1019 
Regional Ranking 
3rd 
3rd 
National Ranking 
18th tied 
..,,.;t, 
11 a.m. - 3 a.m. 7 days a week 
oiu"ERY 17'-t_ 
!{s,'t, Open Daily ~ ~A-
<( at 11 AM -~ 
' ,~ .... 
T111 l'l IIAC,\N 27 
-----
Compiled by 
Dan Abbott 
Tim Myslinski 
Football 
Senior linebacker Tim Myslinski dom-
inated Saturday's 
game, recording 
nine tackles and 
one sack in 
Ithaca's 35-13 
Homecoming 
thrashing over 
Hobart. On the 
season, the Rome 
native has 69 
tackles to lead the 
squad, along with 
two sacks. The 
Bomber defense 
excelled Saturday to make six sacks 
and two interceptions. 
Friday, 11n 
Volleyball @ Inter-Region Classic• 
7 p.m. 
Saturday, 11/8 
Women's Swimming and Diving @ 
Rochester Harvest Relays 10 a.m. 
Women's Cross Country @ 
NYSCTC Championship• 11 a.m. 
Men's Cross Country @ NYSCTC 
Championship• 12 p.m. 
Volleyball @ Inter-Region Classic· 
Football vs. Cortland 
Men's Soccer vs. Kean 
Field Hockey vs. Eastern 
11 a.m. 
12:30 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
Mennonite# 1 :30 p.m. 
Wednesday, 10/12 
Men's Swimming and Diving vs. 
Alfred 6 p.m. 
*@ Cortland 
•@ Brockport 
#@ Lebanon Valley 
TRY OUR TOFU WINGS 
Also Available: subs, spinach 
squares, jalapeno poppers. 
gourmet pizzas, pizza fritte (fried 
dough), mozzarella sticks, chicken 
fingers, fried pickles, mozzaroni 
sticks & 14 different pasta dinners ~~~~9'e~~-~~ PIZZERIA ------.----, ?4;ii1-" 2 MEDIUM 1 32
-suce pizza CHEESE PIZZAS Wings • Calzones • Subs • Pasta 
272-1950 
I 2 Doz. Buffalo I and four I 
I Wings I medium pepsis I I 2 "big" sodas I ONL y I 
I $18.50 I $11.00 I 
L----.J ____ ..J 
I Three l1a"Large Pizza I 
FREE PEPSI WITH EVERY PIZZA I I One Dozen I 
Ithaca's Biggest Calzones 
Guaranteed! 
114" Calzones I Wings I 
I I & I I FOR ONLY I two I 
(Over 14" Long, Only $5.75 Each, I $14.00 I M$d~u1.~0,s I 
Includes Sauce!) 
a. a I 
• • • • a •• I 
• • • • a •• I ... ~ p. ~ 
... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • .. ... SKI 
.~. ~ ' I 1 .. -
••••••• (~ ,\//( ill ,, 1,//'l ...... . 
...... -····· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-·-·-~~~·-·-·-~--~ . ---·-·-·-·-·-·-· Colleglate Sid Weeb 
Wmterllrealc & SpringBreak 
Mont Sutton 
Canada 
5 Miles North of Vermont 
rrom:$229 
.. 5 DAY LIFT TICKET 
ss sui,n ~ ,u111rs, • um 
5.12S fT na, z.s.•1...-..s 
.. 5 NIGHTS LODGING 
IMIIIIN11IINSIIIE CONOIIS, fa L 
lrllDIEN. nr, ••« ro um 
.. 5 NIGHTS COtLEG[ 
PARTIES 
-« ,e ,_.,,., IIOUII Ellt:llf' 
.... -.S, &l'J, CtWIES1S 
CROVP LEWHR DISCOV!,TS CAI.L FOR J,\'F(J 
I • • 
•• I •. •• f. • 
l1:11 "" ",,,,,,,,, 11,1., 
\1 \~()()- 8--18-') 545 
L-----L----.J 
Save the 
world. 
Recycle the 
Ithacan 
THE BIG PICTURE 
PAGI: 28 
The 
LightsA -
re 
Ithaca College Campus 
gets quiet late at night, 
but there are always 
lights on somewhere. 
What goes 9n when 
everyone else is asleep? 
Upper Left: Mops are lined up in 
Park Hall waiting to be used. 
Upper Right: The fountains stay lit 
while the shadows grow stronger. 
Middle Left: At Dillingham, all is 
quiet. after the show is let out, 
out. :.";ome lights are still on. 
Lower Right: Sharon Costaiines '01 
work:.'J from 10 p.m. until 1 a.m. as 
nn /· l11il1ary tl1usic Patrol person, 
ket-' 1 •0 g :1 wc1tchful eye over Ford 
to1U'.1 r· H:111. 
Lower Left: Mike Lehtonen vacu-
ums in Friends Hall classrooms. 
His shift lasts from 11 p.m. until 
7a.m. ''There's always a lot to do. 
I'm always busy," Lehtonen said. 
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